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Section 42A Report Part A: Overall policy framework of the proposed plan

1.

Executive Summary

1.

This report is one of three s42A officer’s reports that comprise Part A. The
three Part A reports provide information to the Hearing Panel on the
development process that led to the notification of the Proposed Natural
Resources Plan for the Wellington Region (proposed Plan).

2.

The other two Part A s42A officer’s reports are:
a)

Part A: Information and procedural matters, by Ms Amber Carter
(Consultant planner)

b)

Part A: Section 32 and consultation, by Ms Amber Carter (Consultant
planner)

3.

In this report I describe my interpretation of the overall policy framework of
the proposed Plan and my understanding of Wellington Regional Council’s
(Council) policy direction used in the development of the proposed Plan.

4.

This report begins with an outline of the key statutory documents that
influenced the overall policy framework of the proposed Plan. This description
focuses on the requirements to include Statutory Acknowledgements under Te
Tiriti o Waitangi (Treaty of Waitangi) Settlement Acts, the Resource
Management Act 1991 (RMA), New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010
(NZCPS), National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 20141 (NPSFM) and the Regional Policy Statement for the Wellington Region (RPS).

5.

I continue with a description of how Council’s overall policy framework
responds to the key statutory documents and the aspirations of the community
and their iwi partners. To accomplish this work, Council established Te Upoko
Taiao – Natural Resource Management Committee (Te Upoko Taiao) and
granted them delegated decision-making for the content and structure of
proposed Plan and the consultation strategy during the plan development
process.

1

The Clean Water Package 2017 proposes a number of amendments to the NPS-FM, but at the time of
writing the NPS-FM 2017 is draft.
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6.

Te Upoko Taiao first developed a set of five guiding principles (set out in
Section 1.3 of the proposed Plan), which are Ki uta ki tai (connectedness),
Wairuatanga (identity), Kaitiakitanga (guardianship), Tō mātou whakapono
(judgement based on knowledge) and Mahitahi (partnership).

7.

I consider that these principles underpin the overall policy framework of the
proposed Plan, which reflects the issues and aspirations of the people of the
Wellington Region that were determined through consultation. This framework
is comprised of five policy goals that:
1. recognise and provide for Council partnership approach with iwi
through provisions that sustain and enhance mauri
2. support Council’s partnership approach with the community
3. promote integrated catchment management
4. give effect to the NPS-FM through progressive implementation and a
collaborative community process
5. recognise the benefits to the Wellington Region derived from the use
and development of land and water resources, while managing adverse
effects.

8.

These goals are achieved through the structure and content of the proposed
Plan, which has:
a)

been developed as one regional plan, which incorporates a regional
coastal plan, as a way to better support integrated catchment
management

b)

provisions that sustain and enhance mauri

c)

a framework that supports the progressive implementation of the NPSFM, through:
i)

region-wide provisions that address the two compulsory
national values of fresh water

ii)

region-wide provisions that address mana whenua values of
water
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iii)

five separate chapters (whaitua chapters) for catchmentspecific provisions

d)

objectives that provide a basis for interpreting and informing the
overall policy approach of the proposed Plan

e)

policies to implement the objectives and rules and methods to
implement the policies, and

f)
9.

extensive schedules of sites with significant values.

The proposed Plan needs to respond appropriately to statutory requirements,
and I recommend that the decision version of the plan should also consider the
principles and goals used in the development of the proposed Plan. I suggest to
the Hearing Panel that it is useful to consider submissions on the content and
structure of the proposed Plan in light of the overall plan framework to ensure
internal consistency and also to reflect Council’s partnership with iwi and the
extensive consultation that occurred during the development of the proposed
Plan.

10.

I do not address any submissions in this report, although I considered the
matters raised in submissions on the content and structure of the proposed Plan
in the way I have structured this report.

11.

In addition to the other two Part A s42A reports, this report relies, in part, on
the evidence provided by:
a)

Mr Mike Grace (Council Senior Policy Advisor, mana whenua) –
expert evidence on Council’s partnership approach with local iwi and
mana whenua within the framework of the proposed Plan.

b)

Mr Alastair Smaill (Council Whaitua Project Manager) – expert
evidence on Council’s programme for implementing the NPS-FM.
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2.

My introduction

12.

My name is Emily Greenberg. I am a Senior Policy Advisor for the Council.

13.

I am a full member of the New Zealand Planning Institute. I hold the
qualifications of Master of Science in Fisheries from the University of
Washington-Seattle and Bachelor of Science in Botany and Environmental
Science from the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

14.

In New Zealand, I have been employed in planning roles in central government
and local government for over 10 years. I have worked for Council as a policy
advisor since 2012. Prior to that I worked as a resource management planner
for the Department of Conservation and as a planner for South Wairarapa
District Council.

15.

My background with the preparation of the proposed Plan was from 2012 when
I led the development of the livestock access provisions. During this time I also
attended numerous public workshops and consultations on a variety of topics
for the plan review. I attended and presented information on the development
of the proposed Plan at several workshops of Te Upoko Taiao2 and Council’s
kaitiaki group3.

16.

This is one of three s42A officer’s reports prepared as ‘Part A’ reports for
Hearing 1. The three Part A reports provide information to the Hearing Panel
on the background and development of the proposed Plan. Whilst submissions
on the proposed Plan were considered in the preparation of these Part A
reports, assessments and recommendations on submissions are not assessed
within these three reports.

17.

I have read Council’s section 32 reports entitled Māori Values, Beneficial use
and development, Ki uta ki tai – mountains to the sea, the two Part A reports

2

Te Upoko Taiao is comprised seven councillors and seven iwi members with resource management and
planning expertise appointed from the Region’s six iwi.
3
The kaitiaki group was established by Te Upoko Taiao to assist in the development of provisions in the
proposed Plan that identify and protect sites with significant mana whenua values. The kaitiaki group was
comprised of members from six iwi who were selected for their knowledge of tribal history and or role in
tribal planning processes. This group is now known as Poutiriao.
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prepared by Ms Amber Carter, and the evidence prepared by Mr Mike Grace
(Appendix A to this report) and Mr Alastair Smaill (Appendix B to this report).
18.

This report is intended to be read in conjunction with the following section
42A officers’ reports and technical evidence:
a)

42A officer’s report, Part A: Introduction and procedural matters
(prepared by Ms Amber Carter). This report contains factual
background information, statutory context and administrative matters
pertaining to the proposed Plan.

b)

s42A officer’s report: Part A: Section 32 and consultation (prepared
by Ms Amber Carter).

This report considers comments made in

submissions and further submissions on Council’s consultation
process and on Council’s section 32 reports published at the time the
proposed Plan was notified.
c)

Technical evidence of Mr Alastair Smaill on Council’s NPS-FM
implementation programme.

d)

Technical evidence of Mr Mike Grace which addresses Māori values
and concepts and areas and sites with significant mana whenua values.

e)

s42A officer’s report: Overall policy framework of the proposed plan
– Part B (also prepared by me).

f)

s42A officer’s report: Beneficial use and development (prepared by
Mr Paul Denton).

g)

s42A officer’s report: Areas and sites with significant mana whenua
values (prepared by Ms Pam Guest).
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3.

Code of conduct

19.

I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witness contained in
the Environment Court Practice Note and that I agree to comply with it.

20.

I confirm that I have considered all the material facts that I am aware of that
might alter or detract from the opinions that I express, and that this evidence is
within my area of expertise, except where I state that I am relying on the
evidence of another person.

21.

I am authorised to give this evidence on the Council's behalf.

4.

Scope of hearing report

22.

This report is prepared in accordance with section 42A of the RMA.

23.

This report describes the overall policy framework and the physical structure
and content of the proposed Plan and sets out how this was influenced by
statutory requirements and Council’s policy directives.

24.

Section 5 of this report describes the purpose of this report.

25.

Section 6 of this report sets out the key statutory documents that influenced the
overall policy framework of the proposed Plan.

26.

Section 7 of this report describes the overall policy framework of the proposed
Plan.

27.

Section 8 of this report contains my conclusion.

28.

Section 9 of this report contains a list of references.

5.

Purpose of this report

29.

The purpose of this report is to provide guidance to the Hearing Panel on the
overall policy goals that the proposed Plan seeks to achieve. Because the s42A
officers’ reports on the proposed Plan are divided by topic4 and the hearings on

4

A full list of s42A topic report titles is included in s42A officer’s report Part A: Introduction and
Procedural Matters (prepared by Ms Amber Carter) at p2.
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submissions will be held over a long period of time, there is a risk that these
fundamental policy goals may be ‘lost’ in the subject-specific detail.
30.

This report explains what the policy goals are, where they came from, and how
they have influenced the structure and content of the proposed Plan. My goal is
for this report to assist the Hearing Panel to better understand how separate
components interact to create the whole of the proposed Plan so that they can
consider the topic-based reports within this overall planning framework.

31.

As I describe in more detail in the sections that follow, Council’s policy
approach to the development of the proposed Plan resulted in five policy goals
that are achieved through the structure and content of the proposed Plan. I
illustrate this planning sequence in the diagram below (Figure 1).

Council's policy
approach

•Statutory documents
•Te Upoko Taiao and the five guiding principles
•Consultation

•Partnership approach with iwi
•Partnership approach with the community
•Integrated catchment management
Key policy goals for •Giving effect to the NPS-FM
the proposed Plan •Beneficial use and development

Content and
structure of the
proposed Plan

•One regional plan, which incorporates a regional coastal plan
•Provisions that sustain and enhance mauri
•Framework that supports implementation of the NPS-FM
•Objective, policies, rules and methods to achieve the policy goals

Figure 1: This figure illustrates the planning sequence of the development of
Council’s policy approach, policy goals and content and structure of the proposed
Plan

NATRP-1620937158-989
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6.

Statutory background

32.

The relevant statutory requirements for the proposed Plan are set out in detail
in the s42A officer’s report: Introduction and Procedural Matters. Each topicbased s42A officer’s report addresses the statutory requirements relative to that
topic.

33.

While the proposed Plan must (and does) address many different statutory
requirements, I consider that there are key documents and provisions that
played a more significant role than others in influencing its overall policy
framework. I consider the key documents and provisions that influenced the
overall policy framework of the proposed Plan to be:

34.

a)

Statutory Acknowledgements.

b)

Resource Management Act 1991

c)

New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010

d)

National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2014

e)

Regional Policy Statement for the Wellington Region.

The approach taken in developing the overall policy framework in the
proposed Plan to respond to the requirements of the above key documents and
provisions is explained in Section 7 below.
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7.

Overall Policy Framework

35.

The overall policy framework of the proposed Plan described in this report
reflects Council policy, which responds to statutory requirements and addresses
the aspirations of the community and Council’s iwi partners. I consider that
this overall policy framework is evidenced in the structure and content of the
proposed Plan.

36.

I describe the overall policy framework by first describing how Council’s
policy approach to the review and development the proposed Plan was led by
Te Upoko Taiao. I then describe a set of five policy goals that are achieved
through the structure and content of the proposed Plan.

7.1

Te Upoko Taiao and their guiding principles

37.

To undertake the review and development of a new regional plan, Council
established Te Upoko Taiao – Natural Resource Management Committee (Te
Upoko Taiao) and granted them delegated decision-making powers for the
content and structure of proposed Plan (GWRC 2009b)5.

38.

The proposed Plan’s Introduction (Chapter 1) provides useful information on
the development and content of the proposed Plan, including a description of
Te Upoko Taiao (Section 1.2) and the guiding principles that underpin the
overall management approach (Section 1.3).

39.

The guiding principles of Te Upoko Taiao are:
a)

Ki uta ki tai (connectedness) - managing natural and physical
resources in a holistic manner, recognising they are interconnected
and reliant upon one another

b)

Wairuatanga (identity) - recognition and respect for mauri and the
intrinsic values of natural and physical features, and including the
connections between natural processes and human cultures

5

Please see Mr Grace’s evidence for a description of Te Upoko Taiao (Section 5.2) and Ms Carter’s s42A
report, Part A: Information and procedural matters.
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c)

Kaitiakitanga (guardianship) - recognition that we all have a part to
play as guardians to maintain and enhance our natural and physical
resources for current and future generations

d)

Tō mātou whakapono (judgement based on knowledge) - recognition
that our actions will be considered and justified by using the best
available information and good judgement.

e)

Mahitahi (partnership) - partnership between Greater Wellington
(Wellington Regional Council), iwi (mana whenua) and the
community, based on a commitment to active engagement, good faith
and commonality of purpose.

40.

As described in Mr Grace’s evidence (Section 6.2), the adoption of a set of
guiding principles that include important Māori concepts was critical to the
integration of Māori values throughout the proposed Plan.

41.

The use of a governance partnership committee, Te Upoko Taiao, to review
and develop the proposed Plan is a significant example in itself of the
committee’s guiding principle of mahitahi (partnership).

42.

There is a lot of overlap among these principles, and my understanding is that
the principles were used as a comprehensive whole by Te Upoko Taiao, rather
than one-by-one in their review and development of the proposed Plan. Te
Upoko Taiao reflected on the guiding principles as part of determining how the
relevant statutory documents and the issues and aspirations of the people of the
Wellington Region would be used to shape the proposed Plan.

43.

In the subsections which follow, I describe how this Council approach resulted
in five key policy goals that are evidenced within the structure and content of
the proposed Plan.

7.2

Key policy goals of the proposed Plan

44.

The key policy goals described in this report are my interpretation and is based
on my experience during the development of the plan as a Council officer, my
review of workshop papers and reports, the evidence of Mr Grace and Mr
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Smaill, the information in Chapter 1, and the content and structure of the
proposed Plan itself.
45.

I describe the five policy goals as to:
1. recognise and provide for Council’s partnership approach with iwi
through provisions that sustain and enhance mauri
2. support Council’s partnership approach with the community
3. promote integrated catchment management
4. give effect to the NPS-FM through progressive implementation and a
collaborative community process
5. recognise the benefits to the Wellington Region derived from the use
and development of land and water resources, while managing adverse
effects.

46.

These goals are achieved through the content and structure of the proposed
Plan, which has:
a)

been developed as one regional plan, which incorporates a regional
coastal plan, as a way to better support integrated catchment
management

b)

provisions that sustain and enhance mauri

c)

a framework that supports the progressive implementation of the NPSFM, through:
i)

region-wide provisions that address the two compulsory
national values of fresh water

ii)

region-wide provisions that address mana whenua values of
water

iii)

five separate chapters (whaitua chapters) for catchmentspecific provisions

d)

objectives that provide a basis for interpreting and informing the
overall policy approach of the proposed Plan

NATRP-1620937158-989
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e)

policies to implement the objectives and rules and methods to
implement the policies, and

f)
47.

extensive schedules of sites with significant values.

In the following sections, I describe each of the five policy goals in turn,
including the relevant statutory drivers and information on how each policy
goal is achieved through the content and structure of the proposed Plan.

7.3

Policy Goal: Partnership approach with iwi

48.

The two Treaty of Waitangi Settlement Acts that apply in the Wellington
Region require that statutory acknowledgements be appended to the regional
plan and that recognised place names be used. The proposed Plan does both of
these things. In addition there are several place names used in the proposed
Plan which are not the official names as listed in the New Zealand Gazetteer of
Place Names. As discussed in Mr Grace’s evidence, the names used have been
agreed through consultation with iwi in order to restore relevance and meaning
to place names.

49.

Section 6(e) requires Council to 'recognise and provide for' the relationship of
Māori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites,
waahi tapu, and other taonga. Section 7(a) of the RMA requires Council to
have regard to kaitiakitanga and section 8 of the RMA requires Council to take
into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi (Te Tiriti o Waitangi).

50.

Both the NZCPS and the NPS-FM have requirements for recognising and
providing for mana whenua values. In particular, Objective 3 of the NZCPS is
to ‘recognise the role of tangata whenua as kaitiaki and provide for tangata
whenua involvement in management of the coastal environment…’ This
Objective is implemented in particular by Policies 2, 6, 10, 15, 20, 21 and 23 of
the NZCPS.

51.

In the NPS-FM, Objective D1 requires Council to provide for the involvement
of iwi and hapū, and to ensure that tāngata whenua values and interests are
identified and reflected in the management of fresh water including associated
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ecosystems, and decision-making regarding freshwater planning, including
how all other objectives of the NPS-FM are given effect to.
52.

Objective 26 of the RPS is that, ‘mauri is sustained, particularly in relation to
coastal and fresh waters.’ This is implemented in the RPS by Policy 49, which
requires that,
‘when preparing a change, variation or review of a district or regional
plan, the following matters shall be recognised and provided for:
(a)the exercise of kaitiakitanga;
(b)mauri, particularly in relation to fresh and coastal waters; mahinga
kai and areas of natural resources used for customary purposes; and
c) places, sites and areas with significant spiritual or cultural historic
heritage value to tangata whenua.’

53.

Te Upoko Taiao includes mana whenua representatives. I think it is important
to acknowledge that this membership composition has resulted in an overall
policy framework of the proposed Plan that responds to the above statutory
drivers by incorporating a strong partnership approach with iwi.

54.

The proposed Plan provides a framework for recognising and providing for
Council’s partnership approach with iwi through three inter-related matters as
shown below, and which I describe in more detail in the subsections that
follow:
a)

provisions that sustain and enhance mauri (which are achieved by the
following two sets of provisions)

b)

provisions that manage for shared (regional and mana whenua) values
of water quality, and

c)

provisions that recognise and provide for Māori relationships with
areas and sites with significant mana whenua values.

55.

I consider that this approach aligns with the requirement to include statutory
acknowledgements in accordance with the relevant Treaty Settlement Acts; and
with sections 6(e), 7(a) and 8 of the RMA, is consistent with Objective 3 of the
NZCPS and gives effect to Objective 26 and Policy 49 of the RPS.

NATRP-1620937158-989
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7.3.1
56.

Mauri
Mauri is a critical concept in understanding Māori relationships with the
environment. I quote from the technical evidence of Mr Grace (paragraph 50):
‘Mauri is a foundational and all-pervading principle of the Māori belief
system. Mauri is the recognition that generative life force is inherent in
the universe beyond more commonly understood parameters, such as
animate/inanimate or visible/invisible. The mauri of water is intrinsically
connected to, and has an interdependent relationship, with the mauri of
numerous elements (including human beings) and includes a spiritual
dimension that orders and supports the relationships between these
elements.’

57.

The proposed Plan defines mauri as, ‘an energy or life force that mana whenua
consider exists in all things in the natural world, including people. Mauri binds
and animates all things in the physical world. Without mauri, mana cannot
flow into a person or object.’

58.

A key way in which the proposed Plan recognises and provides for the
partnership approach between Council and mana whenua is through an overall
framework that sustains and enhances the mauri of fresh and coastal water. At
the ‘top’ of this framework is proposed Objective O3, which is a region-wide
objective that applies to the mauri of all water.

59.

To support Objective O3, the proposed Plan addresses mauri by managing all
water bodies for mahinga kai and Māori customary use through Objective O5
and Objectives O24, O25 and O26.

60.

As I understand it, mauri and the responsibilities of kaitiaki are bound together
intrinsically. Therefore, mauri is also sustained and enhanced by proposed
objectives that, in accordance with section 6(e) of the RMA, recognise and
provide for Māori relationships with natural and physical resources, such as
Objectives O11, O14, O15, O16, O18 and O33.

61.

The above objectives are implemented by proposed policies that address mauri
with respect to Māori customary use, mahinga kai, Māori relationships with
their environment, scheduled areas and sites with significant mana whenua
values and the exercise of kaitiakitanga (Policies P7, P8, P9, P10, P17 – P21,
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P31, P32, P37, P44, P45, P62, P64, P65, P72, P74, P78, P80, P82, P138, P143,
P144, P148).
62.

The proposed Plan addresses mauri through the identification of areas and sites
with significant mana whenua values in Schedules B and C. Proposed policies
recognise and provide for the relationships identified in Schedule B, and
policies and rules protect and restore the sites identified in Schedule C. There
are also a number of relevant methods – Method M2, M8, M9, M20, M22,
M25, M26 and M27.

63.

Below I provide a table (Table 2) that illustrates the framework of objectives
policies, rules and other methods for mauri in the proposed Plan. In particular,
Table 2 indicates how proposed Objective O3, to sustain and enhance mauri, is
at the top of this framework. Other provisions manage for shared values of
water, recognise and provide for Māori relationship or address both of these
components of mauri. This table indicates how mauri is addressed extensively
throughout the proposed Plan.
Table 2: A list of proposed objectives that address mauri and the policies, rules
and methods that implement these objectives
Sustain and Enhance Mauri
Objective O3
Manage for shared (regional and mana
whenua) values of water

Recognise and provide for Māori
relationships

Objectives O5, O24, O25, O26

Objectives O11, O14, O15, O16, O18, O33

Policies: shared values and relationships
P8, P17, P80, P82
Policies: shared values

Policies: relationships

P7, P10, P31, P32, P62, P70, P74, P78, P105,
P117

P9, P18, P19, P20, P21, P37, P44, P45, P64,
P65, P72, P138, P143, P144, P148

Rules: shared values and relationships
R51, R52

NATRP-1620937158-989
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Rules: shared values

Rules: relationships

R47

R97, R06, R114, R115, R116, R117, R123,
R125, R127, R151, R152, R153, R154,
R155, R157, R160, R161, R162, R163,
R164, R165, R166, R167, R173, R183,
R188, R191, R192, R194, R195, R196,
R198, R200, R201, R202, R204, R205,
R207, R208, R209, R210, R212, R214
Method: shared values and relationships
M2

7.3.2
64.

Method: shared values

Methods: relationships

M27

M8, M9, M20, M22, M25, M26

Shared value objectives for water quality
As shown in Table 2 (Section 7.3.1 above), the proposed Plan has five
objectives that manage for shared (mana whenua and regional) values of water
as a way to sustain and enhance mauri. These objectives are Objectives O3,
O5, O24, O25 and O26.

65.

I use the term ‘shared value objective’ to refer to provisions that manage for
the mana whenua values of mahinga kai or Māori customary use, as well as
managing for the compulsory national values for water quality (ecosystem
health and human health for recreation6) .

66.

In the evidence of Mr Grace (paragraph 54), he states that the inclusion of a
shared objective for water quality in the proposed Plan that manages both
regional and mana whenua values is the most demonstrable and significant
representation of Council’s partnership with iwi.

67.

The shared value Objective O5 in the proposed Plan is that, ‘fresh water bodies
and the coastal marine area, as a minimum, are managed to: (a) safeguard
aquatic ecosystem health and mahinga kai, and (b) provide for contact
recreation and Māori customary use, and (c)in the case of fresh water, provide
for the health needs of people’.

6

Appendix 1 of the NPS-FM
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68.

The shared values in a common objective will ensure that Māori values are
considered at the same time as the NPS-FM-related water quality values.

69.

The shared values described in Objective O5 recognise the role of mana
whenua as kaitiaki (guardians), and specify that Māori customary use and
mahinga kai values are safeguarded as minimum values for water quality.

70.

In addition to Objective O5, proposed Objective O24 is a shared objective for
contact recreation and Māori customary use and proposed Objective O25 is a
shared objective for ecosystem health and mahinga kai.

71.

An additional Objective, proposed Objective O26, is specific to the availability
of mahinga kai species.

72.

The inclusion of these shared values for regional water quality recognises
Māori values as equal to the values of aquatic ecosystem health and contact
recreation. The use of the shared values also integrates objectives for Māori
values within a set of common objectives, and thus ensures their integrity in the
implementation of the proposed Plan.

73.

Table 2 (Section 7.3.1 above) shows the policies, rules and methods that
implement the objectives for mahinga kai and Māori customary use.

7.3.3
74.

Māori relationships with areas and sites with significant mana
whenua values
The third key element of Te Upoko Taiao’s policy approach to sustaining and
enhancing mauri is the inclusion of provisions that recognise and provide for
Māori relationships with extensive areas with significant mana whenua values
(identified as Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa in Schedule B) and that protect
particular sites with significant mana whenua values (more discrete sites listed
in Schedule C).

75.

As defined in Section 2.2 of the proposed Plan, Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa are,
‘…large freshwater and cultural entities from which mana whenua derive
cultural and spiritual identity, their status as mana whenua and the associated
responsibilities that come with that including those of kaitiaki. These places
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are the larger rivers and harbours that have a long history of multiple and
complex resource use associated with large populations...’
76.

The sites with significant mana whenua values listed in Schedule C are smaller
and more discrete in scale than the extensive associations recognised in the
Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa schedule (Schedule B). Specific values associated
with the aquatic environment are identified for the areas and sites listed in both
schedules B and C. The background to, and more detail on, these sites is set out
in the s42A report: Areas and sites with significant mana whenua values,
supported by the evidence of Mr Mike Grace.

77.

The identification and scheduling of Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa and sites with
significant mana whenua values in Schedules B and C is a significant change
from the operative Regional Plans and reflects a strengthened partnership with
iwi. As noted in the evidence of Mr Grace, previously mana whenua in the
Region were reluctant to put information about their special places into public
documents, fearing that this information might be misused and lead to further
degradation of the values of these places.

78.

Schedules identify places where plan provisions apply. There are objectives
and policies for Schedule B and C sites, as well as rules that apply to certain
activities within Schedule C sites.

79.

The specific objectives that apply to Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa and sites with
significant mana whenua values are:


80.

Objectives O3, O11, O14, O15, O16, O18 and O33

Table 2 in Section 7.3.1 shows the policies, rules and methods that implement
these objectives for Māori relationships with areas and sites with significant
mana whenua values.

7.4

Policy Goal: Partnership approach with the community

81.

In this section I describe the policy goal ‘to support Council’s partnership
approach with the community’ within the overall policy framework of the
proposed Plan.
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82.

Similar to how the guiding principle of mahitahi (partnership) was used to
develop the governance partnership committee, Te Upoko Taiao, the principle
of mahitahi was also key to the consultation approach for the proposed Plan.
This resulted in an active programme of engagement with the regional
community to incorporate their interests and views, as described in Ms Carter’s
s42A officer’s report, Part A: Section 32 and consultation and her s42A
officer’s report, Part A: Introduction and procedural matters.

83.

I note that Schedule 1, clause 3(1) of the RMA requires that Council consult
with Ministers, local authorities and tangata whenua during the preparation of a
proposed plan. Schedule 1, clause 3(2) of the RMA states that Council may
consult anyone else.

84.

Based on Ms Carter’s two s42A officer’s reports and my own experience as a
Council Officer during the development of the proposed Plan, I consider that
the structure and content of the proposed Plan reflects Council’s partnership
approach with the community. For example, prior to the notification of the
proposed Plan, a discussion document and a draft Plan were released for
consultation. Comments and feedback on the July 2013 the Working Document
for Discussion and the September 2014 draft Natural Resources Plan were used
to develop the proposed Plan.

85.

Council’s partnership approach with the community was therefore integral to
the development of the proposed Plan. In addition, the structure of the
proposed Plan is designed to accommodate catchment-specific provisions in
each of the five whaitua chapters. These provisions are being developed
through the whaitua committee process, which is a collaborative approach with
the community. This process is discussed in Mr Smaill’s evidence and in
Section 7.6 of this report where I address the implementation of the NPS-FM.

86.

As stated in Section 1.3 of the proposed Plan, Te Upoko Taiao developed the
proposed Plan as a document that meets the needs of a wide range of users
‘from professional planners and consents officers to individual property
owners’ by creating a structure and content that is ‘readable, functional and
accessible’.
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87.

In particular, my understanding is that the policy direction from Te Upoko
Taiao was for plan provisions to guide resource management, rather than leave
the difficult decisions to be considered at the individual resource consent level
(see Harper and Pawson 2014, p1).

88.

The goal was to develop a proposed Plan that provides greater clarity and
specificity for applicants and decision-makers. The aim was to provide
objectives, policies and rules with clear direction on the aims and intention of
resource management for the Wellington Region, so that debate on what
comprises sustainable resource management is not re-litigated for each
application for resource consent. This has resulted in a proposed Plan that is
directive and which identifies activities that are beneficial, and permitted
activities where the effects can be considered acceptable. Decisions on
activities requiring resource consent are guided by policies on the management
of adverse effects, the identification of resource management values requiring
protection, and the recognition of benefits to the community of the use and
development of land and water resources.

89.

The proposed Plan does not contain any one particular objective specific to
Council’s partnership approach with the community. The development of the
objectives was achieved in partnership with the community. Other than Policy
P2 (cross-boundary matters), most provisions that support Council’s
partnership approach with the community are located in Chapter 6 (Other
methods).

7.5

Policy Goal: Integrated catchment management

90.

In this section I describe the policy goal to promote integrated catchment
management within the overall policy framework of the proposed Plan.

91.

The promotion of integrated catchment management is a key policy approach
in the proposed Plan. In the Foreword, the Chair recognises that the proposed
Plan reflects on the interconnections in the natural world in how we think about
protecting and sustainably managing our natural resources.
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92.

As discussed in Mr Grace’s evidence in his Section 6.3 (paragraph 47), ki uta
ki tai recognises that water is a contiguous medium that connects people and
places and should be managed in an integrated manner.

93.

Section 1.4 (Chapter 1) is titled ‘Integrated catchment management’ and
describes this concept as ki uta ki tai. Ki uta ki tai is defined in Section 2.2 as,
‘from the mountains to the sea, inclusive of the whole catchment’. This is
reflected in the first objective of the proposed Plan, which is Objective O1,
‘Land, fresh water bodies and the coast are managed as integrated and
connected resources: ki uta ki tai – mountains to the sea.’

94.

Therefore I consider ki uta ki tai and integrated catchment management to be
closely aligned.

95.

As described in the s32 report: Ki uta ki tai – mountains to the sea, Council’s
approach to integrated catchment management in the proposed Plan was guided
by Part 2 and section 30 of the RMA, the NPS-FM, the NZCPS and the RPS
(GWRC 2015b, pages 8 - 11).

96.

Part 2 of the RMA defines sustainable management in a way that recognises
the connections between the use, development and protection of natural and
physical resources and with the provision of social, economic and cultural
well-being. This recognition of interconnections is the basis of integrated
catchment management.

97.

In addition, the policy goal of promoting integrated catchment management is
consistent with Objective C1 of the NPS-FM, which is ‘to improve integrated
management of fresh water and the use and development of land in whole
catchments, including the interactions between fresh water, land, and
associated ecosystems and the coastal environment.’ In this way, promoting
integrated catchment management also supports the policy goal for the
framework of the proposed Plan ‘to give effect to the NPS-FM through
progressive implementation and a collaborative community process’, which I
describe in Section 6.6 below.
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98.

The proposed Plan reflects Te Upoko Taiao’s policy approach to promote
integrated catchment management in its format as one comprehensive
document. This contrasts with the existing situation of five separate operative
regional and coastal plans 7 . Other examples of how the proposed Plan
promotes integrated catchment management are discussed below.

99.

The proposed Plan contains five objectives under the heading ‘Ki uta ki tai:
mountains to sea’ in Section 3.1 of the proposed Plan and six policies in
Section 4.1 under the heading ‘Ki uta ki tai and integrated catchment
management’.

100.

The five objectives in Section 3.1 of the proposed Plan are:
Objectives O1, O2, O3, O4 and O5.

101.

As discussed previously, I consider proposed Objectives O3 (Mauri) and O5
(shared objective), to also be key objectives for recognising and providing for
mauri and mana whenua values (see Section 7.3 above). This overlap of
objectives that respond to more than one policy goal is in itself reflective of the
integrated nature of the proposed Plan, and thus the promotion of integrated
catchment management.

102.

Of the six policies in Section 4.1 of the proposed Plan (Ki uta ki tai and
integrated catchment management), I consider Policies P1, P3 and P6 to be
most relevant to the overall policy framework of promoting integrated
catchment management

103.

In regards to Policy P3 (Precautionary approach), the s32 report: Ki uta ki tai –
mountains to the sea states that an integrated management approach recognises
that complete information on the connections between land and water, water

7

The operative plans are:
 Regional Freshwater Plan for the Wellington Region
 Regional Coastal Plan for the Wallington Region
 Regional Plan for Discharges to Land for the Wellington Region
 Regional Air Quality Management Plan for the Wellington Region
 Regional Soil Plan for the Wellington Region
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quantity and water quality, fresh water and the coast and between people and
communities is not always available.
104.

The precautionary principle has been discussed in the context of the RMA
since it was enacted. The precautionary approach, based on the precautionary
principle (Principle 15) in the Rio Declaration on Environment and
Development (1992) from the United Nations is a relevant guidance document
for the promotion of integrated catchment management in the proposed Plan
(GWRC 2015b, page 8).

105.

Case law developed on the use of the precautionary principle has largely
responded to the NZCPS, however the approach has also been applied more
generally. The direction in case law is that the precautionary approach is
appropriate where the effects are not insignificant, and where there is need to
prevent environmental harm where there is scientific uncertainty (Bratten v
Tasman District Council W008/98 [1998] NZEnvC 65; (1998) 4 ELRNZ 148
(17 March 1998)

106.

Proposed Policy P3 is that use and development will be managed with a
precautionary approach where information is limited.

107.

Proposed Policy P6 signals there may be common expiry or review dates for
consents within a whaitua or sub-catchment under specific circumstances.
Proposed Policy P1 states that land and water resources will be managed
recognising ki uta ki tai by using the principles of integrated catchment
management. Policy P1 then lists five of these principles including decisionmaking using the catchment as the spatial unit.

108.

I note that the proposed Plan specifically reflects the principle of decisionmaking using the catchment as the spatial unit through its structure with five
whaitua-specific chapters for implementing the NPS-FM (see Section 7.6
below).

109.

In addition, Policy P65 (minimising effects of nutrient discharges) specifically
mentions integrated catchment management. I also consider the use of a water
allocation framework that manages for the connectivity of groundwater and
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surface water (Policy P108) to reflect the overall policy approach to promote
integrated catchment management.
110.

Integrated catchment management is also promoted in the integrated nature of
provisions which give effect to more than one section of the RMA, and to more
than one management issue. For example, many of the proposed rules that
address discharge to land (regulated under section 15(1)(b) of the RMA) also
address discharge to air regulated under section 15(2A) of the RMA), such as
Rule R83 (discharge of collected animal effluent). This is a change from the
operative Regional Plans where this activity would require assessment against
two separate rules (Rule 13 of the Regional Plan for Discharges to Land, and
Rule 4 of the Regional Air Quality Management Plan).

7.6

Policy Goal: Giving effect to the NPS-FM

111.

In the two subsections which follow, I describe the policy goal ‘to give effect
to the NPS-FM through progressive implementation and a collaborative
community process.’

7.6.1
112.

National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2014
The influence of the NPS-FM on the development of the proposed Plan is
acknowledged in the Chair’s Foreword.

113.

I note that the original NPS-FM 2011 also influenced the development of the
overall policy framework. However, the NPS-FM 2014 replaced the earlier
version prior to the notification of the proposed Plan. I note further that at the
time of writing, the NPS-FM 2017 was only a draft policy document and as
such has no status under the RMA.

114.

Policy E1(b) of the NPS-FM states that, ‘Every regional council is to
implement the policy as promptly as is reasonable in the circumstances, and so
it is fully completed by no later than 31 December 2025.’

115.

Policy E1(c) of the NPS-FM allows a council to implement the NPS-FM by 31
December 2025 through a programme of defined time-limited stages and
Policy E1(d) requires this programme to be formally adopted by Council and
publicly notified by 31 December 2015. Council’s NPS-FM implementation
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programme was first adopted and publicly notified in 2012 in accordance with
the NPS-FM 2011. The implementation programme was revised by Council in
June 2015 and was most recently revised in February 2017.
116.

Council’s NPS-FM implementation programme has the following key
elements:
a)

The proposed Plan will fully implement the NPS-FM by 2024 (when
the final whaitua plan change will be notified)

b)

Region-wide provisions and whaitua chapters for catchment-specific
provisions in the proposed Plan provide a framework to support full
implementation of the NPS-FM

c)

Catchment-specific provisions that implement the NPS-FM will be
developed using collaborative whaitua committees. Catchmentspecific provisions recommended by each whaitua committee will be
included in each whaitua chapter of the proposed Plan through a plan
change or plan variation in accordance with Schedule 1 of the RMA

d)

Recommendations from whaitua committees are likely to include
additional proposals that will be implemented outside of the functions
addressed in a regional plan, for example sub-catchment community
programmes and plans.

117.

Accordingly, Council’s approach to giving effect to the NPS-FM is through a
progressive

implementation

programme,

which

includes

region-wide

provisions and whaitua chapters for catchment-specific provisions in the
proposed Plan that provide a framework to support the implementation of the
NPS-FM (the whaitua process is discussed further below in section 7.6.2).
118.

In addition, and in accordance with section 55 of the RMA, the NPS-FM
requires regional plans to include two policies from the NPS-FM, Policies A4
and B7 until provisions to give effect to specified provisions of the NPS-FM
become operative. These two policies are included in the proposed Plan as
Policies P66 and P110, respectively. It should also be noted that the same two
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policies have been included in Council’s current suite of operative Regional
Plans, which will be replaced with the decision version of the proposed Plan.
119.

I note that the wording and formatting of Policy P110 in the proposed Plan is
not identical to Policy B7 in the NPS-FM. Specifically, a hyphen and new
paragraph in Policy B7 of the NPS-FM are not included in proposed Policy
P110 after the phrase ‘established activity’ in condition (b), which alters the
applicability of the remaining paragraph to condition (a). An assessment of the
wording and formatting of Policy P110 will be contained in the s42A officer’s
report: Water allocation.

120.

In addition, the word ‘wetland’ in Policy B7 of the NPS-FM has been replaced
with ‘natural wetland’ in proposed Policy P110. An assessment of this
alteration will be provided in the s42A officer’s report: Wetlands and
biodiversity.

7.6.2
121.

Timeline for implementation of the NPS-FM
Mr Smaill’s evidence is that the proposed Plan will fully implement the NPSFM by 2024, once the recommendations from each of the whaitua committees
are notified as plan changes or variations in accordance with Council’s
implementation programme. Each plan change will progress through the RMA
Schedule 1 process and eventually become part of the then-operative Natural
Resources Plan.

122.

Council’s timeline for implementing the NPS (attached to Mr Smaill’s
evidence) started in 2013 with the release of the Working Document for
Discussion and the identification of five whaitua in the Wellington Region. The
first of the notified plan changes is scheduled to occur in 2018 in response to
whaitua committee recommendations for the Ruamāhanga Whaitua and Te
Awarua-o-Porirua Whaitua. A notified plan change for the Wellington/Hutt
Whaitua is scheduled for 2021. Plan changes for the Kāpiti Whaitua will occur
in 2023 and a plan change in 2024 is scheduled for the Wairarapa Coast
Whaitua.

123.

I consider that this process is consistent with Policy E1(c) of the NPS-FM,
which allows regional councils to implement the NPS-FM by a programme of
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defined time-limited stages, which is to be fully implemented by 31 December
2025.
7.6.3
124.

Framework to support full implementation of the NPS-FM
A key element of the implementation programme for the NPS-FM (GWRC
2017) is that region-wide provisions in the proposed Plan provide a framework
to support the implementation of the NPS-FM.

Compulsory national values of water
125.

Appendix 1 of the NPS-FM describes a set of ‘national values’, two of which
are ‘compulsory’. The two compulsory national values are Te Hauora o te
Wai/the health and mauri of water, and Te Hauora o te Tangata/the health and
mauri of people.

126.

For the compulsory national values, Policy CA2(d) of the NPS-FM requires
Council to develop fresh water objectives that set

at least a ‘minimum

acceptable state’ in order to safeguard ecosystem and human health.
Descriptions of this minimum acceptable state for ecosystem health and human
health for recreation are provided in Appendix 2 of the NPS-FM.
127.

Therefore, although Council’s implementation programme for the NPS-FM
will include freshwater objectives determined through the collaborative
whaitua committee process, these freshwater objectives must include and
manage for the compulsory national values.

128.

Proposed Objective O5 is a region wide provision that requires management of
all water in the Region for the two compulsory national values – ecosystem
health and contact recreation, and which provide a framework to support the
implementation of the NPS-FM. In addition, Objectives O24 and O25 describe
the minimum acceptable states (referred to as objectives in the tables to
Objectives O24 and O25) with attribute values that are consistent with
Appendix 2 of the NPS-FM. Objectives O24 and O25 and submissions on
these objectives are assessed in the s42A officer’s report: Water quality and are
not discussed further in this report.
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Mana whenua values of water
129.

The NPS-FM does not limit regional council management of freshwater for
only the two compulsory values. Rather Policy CA2 in the NPS-FM is clear
that regional councils should identify additional regional and local values and
the freshwater objectives and limits to achieve them.

130.

Objective O5 in the proposed Plan specifically applies the policy approach of
Te Upoko Taiao that mahinga kai and Māori customary use are addressed
within the same objective for the two compulsory national values. This is the
shared values objective approach for these two sets of values that forms a key
part of the policy framework for the proposed Plan (as discussed in Section
7.3.3 above).

131.

I note that Objective O5(c) in the proposed Plan also requires all fresh water to
be managed for a third value – the health needs of people. I consider that this
provision reflects Te Upoko Taiao’s policy approach to recognise the benefits
to people and communities of using land and water resources, while managing
adverse effects.

7.6.4
132.

Catchment-specific provisions and the whaitua committee process
Te Upoko Taiao’s policy approach for fully implementing the NPS-FM
involves the use of collaborative catchment-specific committees, known as
whaitua committees. These committees are described in Section 1.4 (Chapter
1) of the proposed Plan and are referred to in the evidence provided by Alastair
Smaill.

133.

The use of whaitua committees was established through Council policy as a
means of developing recommended provisions to implement the NPS-FM,
which at the time was the NPS-FM 2011 (Report 12.531, resolution at Council
meeting 12 December 2012).

134.

The proposed Plan does not have any provisions that direct the whaitua
committee process. However, the structure of the proposed Plan supports the
whaitua process with five chapters that contain whaitua-specific provisions for
water quantity. It is anticipated that the whaitua process will result in revised
provisions for water quantity and quality to be proposed for these chapters that
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give full effect to the NPS-FM. I consider that this structure forms part of the
framework that supports the implementation of the NPS-FM in accordance
with the timeframes adopted and notified by Council.
135.

As stated in Section 2.1.5 of the proposed Plan, the whaitua chapters should not
be read in isolation and the region-wide provisions in Chapters 2-6 also apply.

7.7

Policy Goal: Beneficial use and development

136.

In this section, I describe the policy goal ‘to recognise the benefits to the
Wellington Region derived from the use and development of land and water
resources, while managing adverse effects’.

137.

I understand from reading the workshop papers for Te Upoko Taiao that the
committee provided policy direction that the proposed Plan should include
provisions to recognise the benefits to the region derived from certain uses and
development of land and water resources. This policy direction was informed
by the early plan consultation processes, where there was strong community
and stakeholder feedback to this effect. Te Upoko Taiao directed the proposed
Plan include policies that not focus solely on managing adverse effects but also
provide recognition that the use and development of natural resources provides
significant benefits to people and communities8.

138.

A policy approach to recognise the benefits to the Wellington Region derived
from the use and development of land and water resources, while managing
adverse effects is consistent with the purpose of the RMA. Section 5 of the
RMA defines sustainable management as managing resources in a way or at a
rate that enables people and communities to provide for, among other things,
economic well-being while at the same time meeting the foreseeable needs of
future generations, safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil
and ecosystems, and avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects on the
environment.

8

At its workshop on 14 February 2013, Te Upoko Taiao considered provisions drafted by Council staff
reflecting their direction from previous workshops and from stakeholder workshops. Provisions related to
the recognition of the benefits to people and communities from the use and development of natural
resources were included in these provisions (Martin, 2013).
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139.

The policy approach is also consistent with Objective 4 and Objective 6 of the
NZCPS. Objective 4 of the NZCPS requires that public open space qualities
and recreational opportunities in the coastal marine area to be maintained and
enhanced. Objective 6 of the NZCPS is to enable people and communities to
provide for their well-being and their health and safety through use and
development while recognising there are constraints.

140.

As discussed in the s42A officer’s report: Beneficial use and development, the
RPS contains five objectives specific to the benefits of using land, water and
energy – the benefits to people and communities from the use of land and
water range from significant infrastructure through to public recreational use of
the coastal marine area. Objectives 3, 9, 10, 12 and 30 - and ten policies –
Policies 7, 8, 12, 13, 17, 19, 22, 39, 53 and 60. These provisions provide more
detail on Council’s policy approach to recognise the benefits to the Wellington
Region from using land and water resources, while managing adverse effects.

141.

Section 3.2 of the proposed Plan lists Objectives O6-O13 under the subheading
‘Beneficial use and development’. Due to the integrated nature of the proposed
Plan, provisions are often relevant to more than one topic. For example, I also
consider that Objective O2 and O5(c) (which are listed under Ki uta ki tai:
mountains to sea) are relevant to the benefits to people and communities from
the use and development of natural resources. In particular, Objective O2
recognises the important contribution of land and water to the social, economic
and cultural well-being of communities.

142.

Again, due to the integrated nature of the proposed Plan, the recognition of the
benefits to the region of the use and development of land and water while
managing adverse effects are woven into the provisions of the plan from
objectives through to the activity status in rules. Provisions recognising the
benefits of use and development are discussed in the s42A officer’s reports for
specific topics, such as water allocation and coastal management.
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7.8

Structure of the proposed Plan

143.

In this section I describe the mechanics of the proposed Plan, such the
incorporation of the regional coastal plan, and how the provisions in each
chapter relate to provisions in other chapters.

144.

The structure of the proposed Plan is more streamlined than the operative
plans, as it does not contain the following matters that are included in the
operative plans:

145.

a)

explanations for most policies

b)

information to be included with an application for resource consent

c)

issues

d)

reasons for adopting the policies and methods

e)

expected environmental results

f)

procedures for monitoring efficiency and effectiveness.

When each of the operative Regional Plans were adopted, s67(1) of the RMA
required that a regional plan ‘must state’ the above matters, among others. This
section was amended under the Resource Management Amendment Act 2005.
Today s67(2) of the RMA states that regional plans ‘may state’ the above
matters. This legislative amendment has allowed the proposed Plan to be more
streamlined by omitting all of the above matters that were in the operative
plans.

146.

As mentioned previously, the structure of the proposed Plan promotes
integrated catchment management (Section 7.5) and provides a framework to
support the progressive implementation of the NPS-FM (Section 7.6).

7.8.1
147.

Incorporation of the regional coastal plan
Section 64(2) of the RMA states that a regional coastal plan may form part of a
regional plan to promote the integrated management of the coastal marine area
and coastal environment.
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148.

All of the proposed provisions that make up the regional coastal plan and that
are to be approved by the Minister of Conservation under s28(b) are identified
in the proposed Plan by an icon that looks like

149.

.

I note that provisions identified by the coastal icon are also relevant to areas
outside of the coastal marine area where Council has jurisdiction. Indeed the
majority of provisions that form the regional coastal plan are not exclusive to
the regional coastal plan.

150.

I consider that the incorporation of the regional coastal plan within the
proposed Plan is consistent with the requirements of the RMA and reflects
Council’s policy direction that the proposed Plan should promote the use of
integrated catchment management.

7.8.2
151.

Chapter layout
The proposed Plan is composed of 13 Chapters, which are the introduction,
interpretation, objectives, policies, rules, other methods, five catchmentspecific whaitua chapters, schedules and maps.

152.

The chapters are arranged so that region-wide provisions are contained in
Chapters 2-6 and catchment-specific provisions are in the five whaitua chapters
(Chapters

7-11).

The

inclusion

of

whaitua

chapters

supports

the

implementation of the NPS-FM in accordance with Policy E1(c) of the NPSFM and Council’s most recent implementation plan (GWRC 2017), by
providing a structure for the future inclusion of catchment-specific provisions
for the management of fresh water.
153.

The proposed Plan contains the following sections:
a)

Chair’s Foreword – a two page forward to the development of the
proposed Plan written at the time of notification by the then Council
Chair Fran Wilde

b)

Chapter 1: Introduction

c)

Chapter 2: Interpretation
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154.

d)

Chapter 3: Objectives

e)

Chapter 4: Policies

f)

Chapter 5: Rules

g)

Chapter 6: Other methods

h)

Chapters 7-11 Whaitua chapters

i)

Chapter 12: Schedules

j)

Chapter 13: Maps

Each chapter is discussed in more detail below.

Introduction (Chapter 1)
155.

The introduction (Chapter 1) to the proposed Plan does not contain any
provisions or definitions. It is simply an introduction.

Interpretation (Chapter 2)
156.

Chapter 2 (Interpretation) in the proposed Plan contains information on how to
use the proposed Plan, including the identification of provisions that form the
regional coastal plan, notes on the interpretation of provisions in each of the
chapters and a list of words and terms that are defined for the purpose of the
proposed Plan.

Objectives (Chapter 3)
157.

The objectives are contained in Chapter 3. There are 59 objectives that define
the region-wide goals for sustainable resource management. The objectives are
organised under subheading by the most relevant topic, such as Ki uta ki tai:
mountains to sea, Air, and Coastal management.

158.

Guidance on how the objectives provide the direction and are implemented by
the policies, rules and other methods is contained in Section 2.1.1 of the
proposed Plan. Section 2.1.1 states that ‘the objectives should be read together
[emphasis is mine] to gain an understanding of what the Plan is seeking to
accomplish, the natural resource management priorities for the Region and the
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manner in which they are to be addressed’. It goes on to state that ‘the
objectives have been designed to work together [emphasis is mine],
recognising both the complex interactions of natural systems and the needs of
resource users, decision makers and community to clearly understand the
context in which resource use activities take place’.
159.

The proposed plan contains region-wide, activity and resource specific
provisions. For this reason, no single objective should be read in isolation when
considering a consent application. An assessment of whether an activity is
appropriate requires a judgement to be made, which includes how the
environmental outcomes sought for the Region are met, which is influenced by
reading all of the objectives together.

Policies (Chapter 4)
160.

Policies are the course of action intended to achieve objectives, as required
under section 67(1)(b) of the RMA.

161.

The proposed Plan (Section 2.1.2) states that, ‘the policies are intended to
apply as a comprehensive suite, and must be read and considered together’
[emphasis is mine].

162.

Chapter 4 contains 151 policies which relate to all natural and physical
resources. The policies are organised by topics similar, yet not identical, to the
topic headers used in Chapter 3 for objectives. The policies start with those
that are general and could apply to a range of activities, interests and values.
The policies are then grouped according to Council’s management functions
(i.e. air quality, discharges to land and water, taking, using, damming and
diverting water and coastal management).

163.

Chapters 7–11 also contain policies that manage minimum flows, water levels
and core allocations which are specific to a whaitua or sub-catchment within a
whaitua.

164.

Even though there may be whaitua or sub-catchment policies the proposed Plan
is clear in the guidance in Section 2.1.2 that ‘this does not imply a hierarchy
and all policies of the Plan apply’.
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Rules (Chapter 5)
165.

There are 219 proposed rules in Chapter 5 to implement the policies. The rules
in Chapters 7–11, which are specific to whaitua catchments, work in unison
with the rules in Chapter 5 to manage minimum flows, minimum water levels,
and core allocation.

166.

The rules in Chapter 5 are organised within seven sections, which generally
respond to a corresponding section of Part 3, Duties and restrictions under the
RMA:
a)

Chapter 5.1 Air quality – section 15 of the RMA

b)

Chapter 5.2 Discharges to water – section 15 of the RMA

c)

Chapter 5.3 Discharges to land– section 15 of the RMA

d)

Chapter 5.4 Land use – section 9 of the RMA

e)

Chapter 5.5 Wetlands and beds of lakes and rivers– section 13 of the
RMA

167.

f)

Chapter 5.6 Water allocation– section 14 of the RMA

g)

Chapter 5.7 Coastal management– sections 12 and 16 of the RMA

Without permitted rules in a regional plan, nearly all activities that use or
develop the region’s air, land and water resources or activities on the beds of
lakes and rivers would require consent from Council. This is because of the
restrictive nature of sections 12, 13, 14 and 15 of the RMA.

168.

The general presumption of the RMA for use and development of natural
resources is that resource consent is required unless a rule in a regional plan or
National Environmental Standard expressly permits the activity. This results in
rules in regional plans that permit activities where the effects are known and
can be managed by setting thresholds in the form of conditions on the
permitted activity rule. Generally, resource consents are required by default if
there is no rule (other than those which are prohibited).
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169.

There is a strong relationship between the category an activity is given in a rule
in the proposed Plan and the effects sought to be managed by the proposed
Plan and the environmental outcomes sought to be attained by the policies and
objectives. The proposed Plan was designed so that for most anticipated
activities, only one rule will apply. As discussed previously (Section 6.5), I
consider that this reflects the policy approach of promoting integrated
catchment management. This should also make it easier to apply for a resource
consent and to reduce the number of separate resource consents required to
undertake a particular activity, thus reflecting Te Upoko Taiao’s desire for a
plan that is ‘readable, functional and accessible’ (see Section 1.3 of the proposed
Plan

170.

The objectives and policies in the proposed Plan have been designed to work
together. The rules also work together but have been drafted in a different
manner. As noted above, for most activities only one rule will apply. The
proposed Plan includes both activity specific rules and rules that control more
than one activity. For example, an activity specific rule is Rule R18: Fume
cupboards – permitted activity, which provides for the discharge of
contaminants to air from a fume cupboard as a permitted activity, subject to
conditions. Some rules control more than one activity, for example Rule R101
manages both earthworks and the discharge of stormwater into water. For
other more complex activities, several rules will apply. The structure of the
proposed Plan has been designed to assist in determining which rules are
relevant to an activity.

171.

Submitters consider that additional guidance is needed in the proposed Plan to
clarify which rule is more specific for certain activities. Submissions and
recommendations on these matters are assessed in my s42A officer’s report,
Overall policy framework of the proposed Plan – Part B and in the s42A
officer’s report: Water allocation.

Other methods (Chapter 6)
172.

Chapter 6 is titled ‘Other Methods’. Methods (other than rules) are
complementary to the rules and are the non-regulatory means of achieving the
objectives and policies. These are colloquially referred to as ‘other methods’.
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Other methods may be information and guidance, programmes for
identification and investigation or programmes providing support to achieve
the objectives of the proposed Plan.
173.

There are fewer other methods compared to the number of methods in the
operative regional and coastal Plans.

Whaitua Chapters (Chapter 7-11)
174.

Chapters 7 to 11 contain the whaitua catchment-specific policies and rules.
Currently, these chapters only contain provisions specific to water quantity
limits and allocations. As discussed in Section 7.6 above, additional provisions
will be incorporated into these chapters through notified plan changes and
variations to fully implement the NPS-FM.

175.

The interpretation in the proposed Plan (Section 2.1.5) states that the whaitua
chapters should not be read in isolation and the region-wide provisions in
Chapters 2-6 still apply. This applies to objectives as well as to policies and
rules. For example the permitted rule for taking and using water within the
Ruamāhanga Whaitua (Rule R136) sits in Chapter 5 of the proposed Plan,
however any take and use of water that exceeds the permitted conditions of
R136 will be covered by a rule in Chapter 7 (Ruamāhanga Whaitua).

Schedules (Chapter 12)
176.

Chapter 12 contains 21 sets of schedules.

177.

Each schedule in the proposed Plan is referenced within one or more definition,
objective, policy, rule, other method, or map.

178.

Schedules provide information on the values of places, sites and structures, and
guidance on how to apply some of the plan provisions (for example Schedule P
and the related water allocation provisions) and may identify spatially where a
provision applies (most spatial information is included in the maps and online
GIS). Some schedules relate to sites where an activity within the site can
trigger specific proposed Plan rules. For example, Rule R125 requires
structures within a site identified in Schedule C (mana whenua) to obtain
resource consent as a restricted discretionary activity, subject to conditions.
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179.

As noted in Section 7.3.4 above, the proposed Plan contains schedules of
extensive and discrete sites with significant mana whenua values (Schedules B
and C), which is significant change from the operative regional plans.

180.

The proposed Plan contains many more scheduled areas than are in the
operative regional plans and coastal plan. This was a deliberate ‘no surprises’
approach to provide as much information as possible to plan users on where
and what significant values exist to inform them in the early stages of
developing proposals for use and development (Beaglehole and Paynter 2012).

Maps (Chapter 13) and online GIS
181.

The maps in the hardcopy versions of the proposed Plan show all the relevant
scheduled areas. High-resolution, property-scale information and detail is
included in the GIS overlay that is available electronically on the Council
website. This is stated in Section 2.1.6 of the proposed Plan. The online maps
also show additional features (i.e. topography and aerial photography) and
allow layers to be turned off and on to show the information of most interest to
a particular plan user, which cannot be achieved on a hard copy map .

182.

Within Chapter 13 itself, the physical maps make it clear that other, online
maps should be viewed for complete, detailed information. Information is
provided on each map that the printed version is not complete (in the sense that
more detailed information is available on the GIS overlay) and that the online
web map view shows the complete version http://mapping.gw.govt.nz/gwrc
(select theme Proposed Natural Resources Plan 2015).

8.

Conclusion

183.

In this report I provide my interpretation of the overall policy framework for
the purpose of assessing submissions and providing recommendations on the
content and structure of the proposed Plan to the Hearing Panel. My goal is that
this interpretation will be useful for understanding how the individual
provisions interact to create the whole of the proposed Plan.

184.

I consider that the overall policy framework of the proposed Plan reflects
Council policy, which was developed by Te Upoko Taiao, and which responds
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to statutory requirements and the aspirations of the community and Council’s
iwi partners.
185.

In my opinion, it is important to understand the overall policy framework so
that submissions on the structure and content of the proposed Plan can be
assessed in consideration of overall consistency of the proposed Plan. I
consider that this type of assessment is necessary if the decision version is to
retain the integrated nature of the provisions and to preserve the overall goals
and community aspirations for the Region.
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1.

Summary

1.

In this report I provide technical evidence explaining the approach taken by the
Wellington Regional Council (the Council) to work in partnership with iwi to
develop the proposed Natural Resources Plan (the proposed Plan).

2.

In particular, I provide evidence regarding the integration of Māori values and
concepts into the framework and provisions of the proposed Plan and the
identification and management of areas and sites with significant mana whenua
values.

2.

Introduction

3.

My name is Mike Grace. I am Senior Policy Advisor – mana whenua for the
Environment Policy Department at the Wellington Regional Council.

4.

I am an experienced public servant who has worked closely with the iwi of the
region on behalf of a number of central government agencies since 1990,
including programme management for the Department of Conservation and I
have also been involved in Treaty of Waitangi settlement processes. I have a
background in community development, planning and funding with
communities throughout the region and have been a ministerial appointee to
Kura kaupapa Māori (Māori language immersion schools), providing
leadership and support.

5.

My personal background is in rural New Zealand, with farming and
environmental interests. I am a student of New Zealand history, including te
reo Māori me ngā tikanga Māori (Māori language and culture). I have been
employed at the Council since 2007; initially as kaitakawaenga/pouhono a iwi;
(iwi liaison and advisory roles) and, since 2011, as mana whenua policy
advisor for the Environment Policy Department working on the review of the
regional plans.

6.

I have supported Te Upoko Taiao – Natural Resource Management Committee
(Te Upoko Taiao) since its establishment in 2009 initially as pouhono a iwi,
then as a policy advisor. My principal role has been to assist the committee
with integrating mana whenua values in the review of the regional plans.
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7.

I wrote the Section 32 report: Māori values for the proposed Plan, which
evaluates the appropriateness of the objectives, policies and methods that
provide for Māori values in the proposed Plan in some detail, and I refer the
Hearing Panel to that document for context and background to the matters I
discuss here.

8.

I have read the section 42A officers’ reports prepared by Ms Pam Guest
relating to areas and sites with significant mana whenua values and Ms Emily
Greenberg on the overall framework of the proposed Plan.

9.

My evidence relates to the integration of Māori values and concepts into the
framework and provisions of the proposed Plan.

3.

Code of conduct

10.

I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses contained
in the Environment Court Practice Note and that I agree to comply with the
code. My evidence in this statement is within my area of expertise. I have not
omitted to consider material facts known to me that might alter to detract from
the opinions which I express.

4.

Scope

11.

I have been asked to provide technical evidence supporting and explaining the
approach taken by the Council to work in partnership with iwi to develop the
proposed Plan.

12.

Within this report I explain the:
a)

collaborative process/partnership approach used in working with mana
whenua, including the consultation undertaken with different mana
whenua groups;

b)

relevant Māori resource management concepts and values and how
they have been integrated throughout the proposed Plan;

c)

NATRP-1620937158-989
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d)

criteria and processes used to identify Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa and
sites with significant mana whenua values (Schedules B and C of the
proposed Plan, respectively).
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5.

The collaborative process/partnership

5.1

The partnership approach to preparing the proposed
Plan

13.

Providing for Māori interests in regional resource management, particularly
mana whenua relationships with water, has significantly shaped the structure
and content of the proposed Plan. In preparing the proposed Plan, Council
partnered with the iwi of the region to review the five operative regional plans
and ensure that mana whenua values were integrated into the proposed Plan
and that these values were given greater regulatory protection.

14.

Iwi investment in the proposed Plan was driven by their intention to more
effectively address their longstanding concerns regarding regional water
quality. They set aside their initial intention, to prepare a regional iwi
management plan to provide direction to Council on how mana whenua values
should be provided for, in favour of working in direct partnership with Council
to review and replace the regional plans.

15.

This is a significant shift to a collaborative approach to resource management
that supports both the intention of recent Treaty of Waitangi settlement acts
within the Wellington Region and the requirement of section 6 of the Resource
Management Act 1991 (RMA) to recognise and provide for the relationships of
Māori and their culture and traditions with the environment as a matter of
national importance.

16.

The result is a proposed Plan that is informed by Māori concepts, that identifies
areas and sites with significant mana whenua values, and that includes regionwide objectives, policies, rules and other methods to provide for Māori values.

17.

Within the Wellington Region mana whenua have identified declining water
quality and the effects of activities on cultural values as having a serious
impact on their ability to interact with their environment and fulfil their role as
kaitiaki. Council has recognised the importance of these issues by determining
that Māori values be managed through a partnership approach. The proposed
Plan reflects this partnership approach to resource management by including
Māori values in the guiding principles that were used in the development of the
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proposed Plan and in the plan provisions that derived from these principles (see
section 6.2 below).
18.

The National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2014 (NPS-FM)
and recent Treaty of Waitangi settlement legislation require that decisionmakers demonstrate how iwi and hapū have been involved in and contributed
to freshwater management decision-making. The Council has addressed this by
involving iwi in regulatory decision-making through; partnership on Te Upoko
Taiao, their participation in the whaitua processes, and the integration of Māori
values into the provisions of the proposed Plan. In particular, decision-makers
must have particular regard to the values and relationships specified for areas
listed in Schedule B. In addition, for sites listed in Schedule C, resource
consent applicants must engage with mana whenua if their activities are likely
to have a more than minor adverse effect on the mana whenua values of the
scheduled sites. There are also non-regulatory methods in the proposed Plan to
improve opportunities for individual iwi and hapū of the region to have input
into resource consent processes.

5.2

Te Upoko Taiao – Natural Resource Management
Committee

19.

Council's partnership approach with iwi was formalised in 1993 with the
establishment of Ara Tahi (shared pathway), a governance partnership advisory
committee made up of iwi leaders, the Council Chair and deputy, formed to
develop a relationship of mutual benefit based on the Treaty of Waitangi (Te
Tiriti o Waitangi). In consultation with iwi rūnanga, Council agreed to work
with a single mandated iwi authority for each of the region’s six iwi:


Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa Trust



Rangitāne o Wairarapa Incorporated



Port Nicholson Block Settlement Trust



Ngāti Toa Rangātira Incorporated



Atiawa ki Whakarongotai Charitable Trust



Ngā Hapū o Ōtaki.
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20.

This partnership approach to governance was affirmed by Council and iwi
rūnanga in the Memorandum of Partnership signed in 2013. This partnership
led to the formation of Te Upoko Taiao, which was delegated the following
decision-making roles:
(a) decisions as to consultation strategies during plan preparation;
(b) decisions as to the content of proposed plans, variations and plan
changes;
(c) recommendations that proposed documents are ready for public
notification.

21.

Te Upoko Taiao comprised seven councillors and seven iwi members with
resource management and planning expertise appointed from the region’s six
iwi. Prior to settlement in 2008, the Wellington Tenths Trust and Taranaki
Whānui ki Te Upoko o Te Ika were considered as two separate iwi authorities;
these are now considered as a single iwi authority represented by Port
Nicholson Block Settlement Trust. This has resulted in the reduction of iwi
membership bodies and representatives to six.

22.

Te Hika o Papauma and Aohanga Incorporated have questioned the list of iwi
partners on Te Upoko Taiao and their own lack of direct representation on this
committee in their submissions on the proposed Plan (S318/001 and S318/002;
and S284/002, S284/007 and S284/008). As explained above, a structured
approach to governance engagement with the region’s iwi was initiated with
the establishment of Ara Tahi and reaffirmed by Council and iwi rūnanga in
the 2013 Memorandum of Partnership. Treaty settlements with Ngāti
Kahungunu and Rangitāne iwi will provide an opportunity for Wairarapa mana
whenua to reconsider matters of mandate and decision-making process with
local and regional councils. It is my view that this matter of representation falls
outside of the proposed Plan.

23.

The primary motivation for the commitment of iwi to establish Te Upoko
Taiao to work with the Council to review the Council’s five operative regional
plans and prepare a proposed plan was their concern regarding a decline in the
mauri of the region’s fresh and coastal waters and the limitations of Iwi
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Management Plans (IMPs) to address this. Iwi considered that the requirement
for Council to ‘take into account’ iwi management plans under RMA section
66(2A)(a) was insufficient to address their concerns regarding water quality
and that participation on Te Upoko Taiao would enable them to establish
regulatory controls giving stronger effect to their role as mana whenua kaitiaki
within regional resource management. Iwi input through Te Upoko Taiao has
included identification of values, including detailed expressions of their
relationships with areas and sites with significant mana whenua values.
24.

In preparing the proposed Plan, Te Upoko Taiao responded to the most
significant issues identified by iwi in the development of the Regional Policy
Statement for the Wellington Region (RPS):

25.



loss of mauri of fresh and coastal waters;



lack of a kaitiaki role (traditional care giver and guardian) in decisionmaking;



loss of mahinga kai (customary harvest); and



degradation of wāhi tapu (places of special significance).

The participation of iwi in reviewing all matters pertaining to the development
of the proposed Plan has ensured that Māori perspectives and responses to
priority issues are integrated throughout the proposed Plan and are also
specified in the objectives, policies, rules and methods.

26.

The incorporation of Māori values required Te Upoko Taiao to build shared
knowledge and understanding of their meaning in order to determine how they
should be provided for in the proposed Plan, including identifying
opportunities for integration and alignment with other values and plan
provisions.

27.

It is important to remember that integration required that all matters, including
both content and process, be considered from a Māori perspective; this was
achieved by the participation of iwi mandated members on Te Upoko Taiao.

28.

Plan development followed a community engagement process that included
multiple meetings (more than 11 in the first phase of engagement with iwi), in
a range of fora (including hui at marae, kaumatua meetings, kaitiaki hui and
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iwi rūnanga). A report prepared as part of the review of the regional plans
identified that:
the key difference between the general public and mana whenua iwi
groups was that mana whenua iwi groups desired a greater level of
involvement, extending to joint and/or delegated decision-making
powers (Parminter 2011)
29.

Iwi involvement was achieved primarily through the transfer of information
between iwi and councillors in committee workshops, engagement with mana
whenua in plan engagement processes, and work undertaken by mana whenua
kaitiaki of the region to create schedules of areas and sites with significant
mana whenua values.

30.

I presented the following reports to Te Upoko Taiao workshops during
development of the proposed Plan:

31.



Wai Māori – Māori values in water



Māori values and regional resource management



Mana whenua discussion document – soils



Areas and sites of significance to tangata whenua in the regional plan



Tangata whenua resource management – policy examples



Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa



Iwi high value sites.

I also provided updates to most meetings of Te Upoko Taiao on progress
towards integration of Māori values in the proposed Plan, alerting them to
matters that needed to be addressed.

32.

Mana whenua kaitiaki also had direct input into policy development, making
significant contributions to specific policies in the Plan. Examples include the
development of the stock exclusion provisions where iwi representatives
worked with industry and community stakeholders, the review of freshwater
archaeological sites, and work undertaken on biodiversity (Schedules A and F)
and contact recreation limits in (Schedule H).
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6.

Māori resource management concepts

6.1

Māori values and terminology

33.

The integration of Māori values creates a proposed Plan which has
significantly more Māori content than in the operative regional plans.

34.

The use of te reo Māori in the proposed Plan was reviewed by Te Upoko Taiao
Co-Chair Te Waari Carkeek, a subject expert. The committee retained
interpetations from the RMA and the RPS where these were available. Māori
values and terms are explained in Section 2 Interpretation of the proposed Plan
and in a values glossary which forms a part of Schedule C. These terms were
also reviewed by a working group of Te Upoko Taiao. In addition, the
proposed Plan has specific schedules that identify and explain the values
associated with areas and sites with significant mana whenua values (Schedule
B: Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa and Schedule C: Sites with significant mana
whenua values).

35.

Several submitters to the proposed Plan have requested further explanation and
specification of mana whenua values with respect to specific scheduled sites.
Submitters cite the need for absolute certainty as to what values apply to which
places and more detail on what matters need to be specifically considered in
relation to how activities interact with values. Iwi kaitiaki, in conjunction with
Council, have invested considerable resources in developing Schedules B and
C, with Māori values expressed and explained throughout the proposed Plan in
glossaries and detailed in schedules and maps. In my opinion, the proposed
Plan provides sufficient information to guide resource consent applicants in
consideration of what values apply and where. The expectation of kaitiaki is
that further commentary on values and how they apply to specific sites should
be sought by the resource consent applicant directly from mana whenua
themselves.

36.

Increased recognition of Māori language and place names and the importance
of ensuring that these are used correctly will require ongoing changes to
spelling of place names throughout the region. While many changes result from
settlement processes and become formalised through iwi settlement legislation,
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others are put forward by iwi as important corrections that restore relevance
and meaning to place names. Throughout the proposed Plan reference is made
to Ruamāhanga, Kāpiti and Ōtaki, the spelling of which has been agreed
through consultation with local iwi. It is acknowledged that these are not the
official names for these areas as listed in the New Zealand Gazetteer of Place
Names, which are Ruamahanga, Kapiti and Otaki respectively. These changes
have been adopted by local councils and are expected to be formalised through
settlement processes currently underway or through the official place names
(LINZ) process.
37.

Council can also anticipate that iwi names may change post settlement and will
need updating from those in the proposed Plan, e.g. the full name of Taranaki
Whānui ki Te Upoko o Te Ika no longer has ‘a maui’ at the end.

38.

The use of terms to identify Māori groupings in the proposed Plan requires
some explanation. As described in my section 32 report on Māori values, iwi of
the region asked that they be referred to in the proposed Plan as mana whenua,
rather than the more commonly used term tangata whenua. This was to
distinguish them and their specific customary role (mana whenua) in relation to
their tribal areas from the more broadly used term tangata whenua, which can
be used to describe the generic relationship of Māori with the land.

39.

The proposed Plan defines mana whenua as follows:
Māori with ancestral claims to a particular area of land and resources.
Literally, translated as ‘authority over the land’. Whanau, hapū and iwi
are mana whenua of a particular rōhe, while Māori are tangata whenua
of Aotearoa (New Zealand). (proposed Plan definitions p.26).

40.

The term mana whenua is used in the proposed Plan to describe those people
who have customary jurisdiction. They can be individuals, and may also
identify with and be represented by diverse and multiple groupings including
whānau, hapū or iwi. They may also respond and represent as members of
communities and community structures including schools, trusts and
kaitiaki/care groups.
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41.

The term iwi is utilised to recognise the formal relationship and mandated
process supporting the proposed Plan, i.e. iwi of the region agreed to mandate
the establishment of Te Upoko Taiao, iwi nominated kaitiaki to bring mana
whenua values into the plan.

6.2

Guiding principles

42.

The adoption of a set of guiding principles that include important Māori
concepts to underpin the development of the proposed Plan was critical to the
integration of Māori values throughout the proposed Plan. They were
particularly formative in determining the process used to develop the proposed
Plan. An example of this is the principle of mahitahi (partnership). Te Upoko
Taiao supported an inclusive approach to plan development to ensure that
communities had as great a say as possible in determining the priorities of the
proposed Plan. The principle of mahitahi has also been adopted by the whaitua
process as a means of both driving and determining the level of community
engagement required to develop catchment management plans.

43.

44.

The guiding principles used to develop the proposed Plan are:


Ki uta ki tai (connectedness) – managing natural and physical resources in
a holistic manner, recognising they are interconnected and reliant upon one
another.



Wairuatanga (identity) – recognition and respect for mauri and the
intrinsic values of natural and physical features, and including the
connections between natural processes and human cultures.



Kaitiakitanga (guardianship) – recognition that we all have a part to play
as guardians to maintain and enhance our natural and physical resources
for current and future generations.



Tō mātou whakapono (judgement based on knowledge) – recognition that
our actions will be considered and justified by using the best available
information and good judgement.



Mahitahi (partnership) – partnership between Greater Wellington
(Wellington Regional Council), iwi (mana whenua) and the community,
based on a commitment to active engagement, good faith and a
commonality of purpose.

The guiding principles are also being used to underpin whaitua committee
decision-making, which will provide recommendations for the resource
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management provisions within the whaitua catchment chapters in the proposed
Plan (refer to the evidence of Mr Smaill for an explanation of the whaitua
chapters and committee process). The guiding principles are used to ensure that
they maintain a consistent approach to plan development. It is important to
note that, although these principles have been agreed and applied at a regional
scale, individual iwi retain their own individual understanding of the te reo
Māori terms as mana whenua.

6.3

Region-wide objectives: mauri, mahinga kai and Māori
customary use

45.

Māori relationships with water are based in a cosmology that establishes water
as both atua (gods) and tupuna (ancestors). In this sense, all water has a
spiritual relevance (wairua) that is fundamental to Māori concepts of wellbeing. Appreciation that mana whenua relationships with water are of both a
familial and spiritual nature is critical to understanding how the proposed Plan
has attempted to provide for them.

46.

Water is synonymous with the principle of life force (mauri) and the generative
nature of water is regarded as the foundation for the health of land, plants,
animals and people. Ara Tahi commitment to partnering Council in the review
of the regional plans was primarily motivated by their concern for the mauri of
regional water quality and its fundamental importance to the well-being of the
region.

47.

Objective O1 of the proposed Plan provides for the foundation principle of Ki
uta ki tai , literally ‘from the hinterland to the sea’, recognising that water is a
contiguous medium that connects people and places and should be managed as
an integrated system. Māori recognise the contiguous nature of water bodies
and the landforms that shape them from their various sources and headwaters,
through their contributing streams and tributaries to their eventual union with
estuaries and coastal waters.

48.

The nature of the relationships of land and water are often described by mana
whenua as being analogous to those of the human body; the puna or water
sources giving forth milk that nourishes the land, the tributaries acting as veins
which carry the blood, the repo or wetlands acting as the liver or cleansing
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organ, the river flows as the flushing element. The essential principle here is
that the health of the whole river system is contingent on the functionality of all
its parts, inclusive of each and every element that makes up the river system.
This vision of a healthy functioning system made up of diverse, yet
interdependent, entities and processes also expresses the construct of mauri and
the need to recognise that all elements of a catchment are vital to its health and
well-being.
49.

Ki uta ki tai responds to increased recognition of how cumulative effects
impact catchments by requiring that these are assessed at a whole entity scale.
The proposed Plan addresses this principle in a number of ways, particularly
through the whaitua construct that engages with water quality from a
catchment community perspective and Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa objectives and
policies that address the important and pervasive nature of mana whenua
relationships with the largest aquatic entities in the region.

50.

The sense that water has an intrinsic value wherever it occurs is fundamental to
the establishment of a region-wide objective to sustain and enhance the mauri
of all fresh and coastal water in the region (Objective O3). Mauri is a
foundational and all-pervading principle of the Māori belief system. Mauri is
the recognition that generative life force is inherent in the universe beyond
more commonly understood parameters, such as animate/inanimate or
visible/invisible. The mauri of water is intrinsically connected to, and has an
interdependent relationship with, the mauri of numerous elements (including
human beings) and includes a spiritual dimension that orders and supports the
relationships between these elements.

51.

One way to understand the interplay of relationships that support the mauri of
water is to reflect on how the mauri of a water body can be affected by changes
to river morphology. The removal or disturbance of stone, mud or gravel can
have an immediate and long-lasting effect on the mauri of the river as a whole,
including the mauri of all elements that exist within the catchment or that rely
on the water body for their well-being. This can occur through adjustments to
the channel or the bed resulting in changes to downstream morphology which
in turn can affect water temperature, animal habitat, food sources and bank
stability resulting in further changes. Changes can have immediate and
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dramatic effects on health and safety through damage to infrastructure (e.g.
roads and bridges) or more subtle and slow moving, but ultimately just as
serious, consequences through increased sedimentation of low-lying areas and
increased risk of flooding.
52.

In order to recognise the pervasive and extensive nature of Māori values in
water, these relationships have been made central to the proposed Plan by
developing region-wide objectives to manage all water quality for mahinga kai
(cultural harvest) and Māori customary use, alongside existing management
objectives for aquatic ecosystem health and contact recreation (Objective O5).
Schedules B and C detail the relationships of mana whenua with large entities
and specific sites and provide lists of attributes that support the values.

53.

Method M2 in the proposed Plan demonstrates Council commitment to
implementation of shared objectives for water quality and quantity.
Method M2: Kaitiaki information and monitoring strategy
W ellington Regional Council will work with mana whenua kaitiaki to
develop and implement, by December 2017, an information and
monitoring strategy that is consistent with Mātauranga Māori and
achieves the following:
a)

identifies tohu and provides resources that enable the
measurement of huanga for mahinga kai and Māori customary
use, and Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa, and

b)

identifies tikanga needed to monitor tohu, and

c)

provides a reporting structure that enables kaitiaki information
to contribute to the region’s State of the Environment reporting,
and

d)
54.

ensures information is accessible and relevant to Māori.

In my opinion, the shared objectives for all water quality and quantity is the
most demonstrable and significant representation of partnership in the
proposed Plan, signalling a commitment to manage all the region’s resources in
a manner that provides for the established priorities of Council’s iwi partners.
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55.

The ability of water to support cultural use and the well-being of taonga
(treasured) mahinga kai species are key mana whenua determinants for water
quality. The inclusion of cultural determinants for water quality in the proposed
Plan is an important recognition of partnership that enables and supports the
role of iwi as kaitiaki in regional regulatory management.

56.

Council engaged Māori freshwater and marine scientists Leana Barribal and
Caleb Royal to assist in setting the water quality objectives listed in Objectives
O24 and O25 of the proposed Plan, to ensure that these provided for mahinga
kai values.

57.

Te Upoko Taiao has had presentations from kaitiaki with particular expertise in
the identification and evaluation of cultural values, including Gail Tipa and
Caleb Royal.

58.

Māori customary use of water is not well understood in the wider community.
While mana whenua share many values and uses for water with the general
public, there are customary values and associated practices that are particular to
Māori and expressed differently by individuals, whānau, hapū and iwi.
Examples include the ritual use of water supported by karakia (prayer) to begin
and end processes and journeys, baptism and dedication of infants in water that
has a particular association with them through whakapapa, the use of water for
blessings, healing and removing negative elements from people and places.

59.

Provision for Māori customary use is a primary management objective for all
water in the region (Objective O5, supported by Objectives O11 and O24).
Providing for water quality that supports customary use requires a catchment
and regional approach to ensure that water quality is suitable for these uses.
Objective O16, Policy P18 and Schedule B, Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa emphasise
the relationship of mana whenua with extensive water bodies. Water valued for
customary use can also be associated with a specific place. Iwi have identified
more discrete sites with significant values in Schedule C to ensure that they are
given greater protection from the effects of resource use and development.
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7.

Areas and sites with significant mana whenua
values

7.1

Background

60.

Māori see themselves as ‘of the environment’ and associate directly with
specific areas, natural features and water bodies through whakapapa
(genealogy). Mana whenua experience the region as a ‘cultural landscape’
informed by their spiritual beliefs, knowledge of whakapapa (genealogy), tribal
history and language. Land forms, water bodies, plant and animal species,
areas and sites are redolent with meaning informed through generations of
direct association and interaction. Places are regarded as synonymous with the
lives of people, ideas, resources, routes, deities, sacred practices, events,
homes, recreation, romances, battles, knowledge, species, boundaries and
agreements.

61.

The special nature of these relationships (expressed in Policy P18 and Schedule
B Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa) references the familial association and fundamental
reliance mana whenua have had, and continue to have, with and upon these
entities. Schedule B provides context for the site-specific and regulatory
provisions that protect mana whenua values in ‘Sites with significant mana
whenua values’ that are listed in Schedule C. These policies and schedules
address, and are intended to give effect to, the same priorities identified
through Treaty of Waitangi settlement acts, i.e. the rights and interests of mana
whenua.

62.

The determination of mana whenua of the region over the last 30 years to
express their role as kaitiaki through greater input into resource management,
particularly decision-making in regards to fresh water, has been the primary
driver in developing a partnership with the Council. The term kaitiaki has
become part of common usage in describing the role of those who protect or
care for the environment.

63.

Kaitiakitanga is defined in RMA section 2 as ‘the exercise of guardianship by
the tangata whenua of an area in accordance with tikanga Māori in relation to
natural and physical resources; and includes the ethic of stewardship’. Māori,
and more specifically mana whenua, identify the role of kaitiaki as one that
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enhances and sustains mauri in all its forms (land, water, animals, plants,
cultural knowledge and practices, and people) within their tribal area. This role
comes through whakapapa (genealogy) and has a particular association with
specific relationships, places and people.
64.

For a more detailed explanation of the provisions within the proposed Plan to
protect identified sites with significant mana whenua values please refer to the
evidence presented in the section 42A officer’s report prepared by Ms Pam
Guest on areas and sites with significant mana whenua values. Ms Guest
addresses the submissions made on this topic and I support and agree with the
evidence and recommendations that she has presented.

7.2

Identifying and managing sites with significant mana
whenua values (Schedule C)

65.

In this section of my evidence I discuss the process of identifying areas and
sites with significant mana whenua values by iwi kaitiaki and explain how their
inclusion relates to the provisions of the proposed Plan.

66.

The need to identify and protect sites of significance to mana whenua was
identified in the process of developing the RPS.

67.

Council’s approach in the proposed Plan has been to pre-empt and reduce the
cost and associated difficulty of resource consent applications by developing a
plan that provides specific information about areas and sites with identified
values in schedules and maps. It is anticipated that, by increasing the
understanding of resource users as to how values apply to a particular place,
resource consent applications will proactively provide for these, with attendant
benefits to both applicants and mana whenua.

68.

Iwi identified loss and damage to wāhi tapu (sacred places) and wāhi tupuna
(ancestral places) as a priority issue of great concern to them in the RPS.
Providing for these places is a very important responsibility for mana whenua
in their customary role as kaitiaki. Accordingly, they have traditionally taken a
very conservative approach to making information on sites of significance to
them public, fearing that public knowledge will lead to further desecration of
these places. The inclusion of schedules and maps referencing 163 unique sites
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and detailed information on their associated values in the proposed Plan is
perhaps the most profound expression of iwi commitment to the partnership
approach to date.
69.

The process to provide greater protection for areas and sites with significant
mana whenua values was motivated by Council determination to priority issues
for iwi identified in the RPS (refer paragraph 23).

70.

The project was initially led by Senior Heritage Planner Laura Paynter,
supported by myself, Lee Rauhina-August, Pouhono a Iwi from Te
Hungawhiriwhiri (Māori relationships team), staff from the Council’s
Environment Policy Department, and resource planning consultant Helen Marr
from Perception Planning Limited.

71.

Initial direction and commitment to inclusion of specific areas and sites in the
plan was provided by Ara Tahi. This was followed by meetings with individual
iwi asking them to mandate kaitiaki to represent them in developing a process
to provide for the management of their most important places.

72.

This process took place over three years. A kaitiaki group was formed,
comprising members from six iwi who were selected for their knowledge of
tribal history and/or role in tribal planning processes. The kaitiaki group
included the following representatives over the proposed Plan development
period:


Haami Te Whaiti – Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa Trust



Joe Potangaroa, Horipo Rimene – Rangitāne o Wairarapa Incorporated



Morrie Love – Port Nicholson Block Settlement Trust



Jennie Smeaton, Miria Pomare, Reina Solomon – Ngāti Toa Rangātira
Incorporated

73.



Kristie Parata, Pātaka Moore – Atiawa ki Whakarongotai Charitable Trust



Pātaka Moore – Ngā Hapū o Ōtaki.

The kaitiaki group met 14 times over the three-year period of developing the
proposed Plan. The initial meetings developed criteria that responded to the
following questions:
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74.



How would you like to see sites of significance to tangata whenua
managed in the future?



What types of methods do you think will be most effective in protecting
sites of significance to tangata whenua?



What involvement would you like to have with resource consents affecting
sites of significance?

The criteria agreed by mana whenua kaitiaki of the region and Council staff for
identifying significant sites for inclusion in Schedule C were; sites:
a)

located in a water body or coastal marine area (CMA) and within the
jurisdiction of the Wellington Regional Council;

b)

that would benefit from specific regulatory protection; and

c)

that are not extensive or excessively complex in order for regulation to
protect them.

75.

Kaitiaki developed a template for identifying the sites, explaining the values
that were present at the site and the attributes that supported them.

76.

An ongoing programme of workshops explored how policies would interact
with Schedule C sites, including a review of permitted activities in water
bodies. There was an emphasis on discharges, stock exclusion, weed removal
and works in the beds of lakes and rivers as activities that had the most
potential to damage sites and the values associated with them. Iwi were
particularly concerned to ensure that they had a role in working with resource
consent applicants to ensure that their values were provided for. This shaped
policy P45 in the proposed Plan which requires that a cultural impact
assessment is provided where sites cannot be avoided and effects of activities
are more than minor.

77.

Staff from Council’s Environment Policy Department worked with individual
kaitiaki to map and identify the values for what was eventually reduced to 163
identified sites of significance in the proposed Plan, supported by background
reports on their values. Iwi organisations signed off on their scheduled sites
prior to their inclusion in the draft Plan. The draft Plan and the process to
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develop it is explained in the section 42A report prepared by Ms Amber Carter
entitled Part A: Section 32 and consultation.
78.

Letters were sent to all affected landowners who had sites with significant
values for mana whenua on their properties during the development of the draft
Plan, with a working document explaining the sites and associated values and
the process of identification. Landowners were invited to meet with staff to
answer any questions that they had. Their responses were considered in the
policy development process that progressed into the draft Plan.

79.

Community meetings were also held in the draft Plan engagement phase, where
a short presentation of mana whenua values was given and kaitiaki worked
alongside the Council to respond to questions from landowners and the wider
community.

80.

Pre-hearing meetings were held with respect to seven sites with significant
mana whenua values; the meeting records and associated recommendations are
set out in the Section 42A officer’s report: Areas and sites with significant
mana whenua values prepared by Ms Pam Guest.

7.3

Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa (Schedule B) – The treasured
inheritance of Kiwa

81.

As discussed in Section 7.1, as well as identifying the need to protect specific
discrete sites, iwi requested provisions to support their values at a catchment
scale. Schedule B Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa identifies significant iwi
relationships with larger aquatic entities – rivers, harbours and estuaries – and
emphasises that understanding this relationship is important context for
providing for the values pertaining to individual sites within these catchments.
Many of these larger entities have poor water quality and there are many
complex and intensive uses that impact them daily. This does not detract from
their significance to iwi who associate with them directly as a taonga (treasured
inheritance) and have an expectation that their mauri will be uplifted through
restoration.

82.

The extensive information explaining the relationship of individual iwi with
larger entities provided in Schedule B Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa is important
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context for understanding the site-specific values identified in Schedule C.
When understood together they provide a picture that explains the past,
identifies places and activities that require particular protection today and states
an aspiration for an improved state in the future.
83.

The policy approach associated with Schedule B Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa was
developed in a similar manner to Schedule C. Ngā Hapū o Ōtaki kaitiaki Pātaka
Moore was contracted to develop a template for iwi kaitiaki to record the
significance of their relationships with these larger entities against criteria that
described the various huanga or attributes that iwi associate with them. Maps
of these places were drawn up and workshops held to discuss how policy could
support the values.

84.

The proposed Plan does not impose a direct regulatory requirement on resource
applicants within areas identified within Schedule B but does require decisionmaking bodies to recognise and provide for the relationship of iwi with the
water resources listed there (Policy P18). This is consistent with direction from
the NPS-FM and Treaty of Waitangi settlement legislation.

85.

In response to submissions that ask for the same level of protection across
Schedule B as that provided to sites identified for mana whenua values in
Schedule C, I consider that its application would face significant challenges
given the constant, complex and intensive uses of these larger entities. I refer to
the evidence of Ms Pam Guest in her Section 42A officer’s report: Areas and
sites with significant mana whenua values:
A s part of the development of the proposed Plan kaitiaki acknowledged
that, while they would like areas identified as Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa to
be pristine and protected in the proposed Plan in the same way that
outstanding freshwater bodies are protected, this is not practical or
achievable during the life of the proposed Plan. In the short term, kaitiaki
consider Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa to provide a list of priorities for
restoration, particularly for the whaitua committees to provide for as part
of the development of W haitua Implementation Programmes (W IPs)
(Marr and Moore, unpub.)
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86.

Opportunities for further protection are available through implementation of
objectives for mahinga kai and Māori customary use and the whaitua process
which will identify water quality and quantity limits at a catchment scale.

8.

Conclusion

87.

Iwi and Council have worked in partnership to produce a proposed Plan that
locates mana whenua values and the decision-making role at the centre of
regional resource management. Mana whenua values help set the direction of
the proposed Plan and are both integrated throughout and specified in
schedules of relationships and sites.

88.

The investment of mana whenua values into the proposed Plan is a matter of
particular significance that requires acknowledgement as an important and
innovative demonstration of regulatory partnership. The mana whenua
information provided in detail in the proposed Plan would typically otherwise
be recorded in iwi management plans retained and controlled by individual iwi.
Typically, Council and iwi relationships are guided by multiple iwi
management documents, developed over time as individual statements with the
regulatory requirement that Councils ‘take into account’ their content. The
obvious limitations of this model, most importantly the lack of alignment
between iwi management plans and regional regulation has been transcended
through the partnership approach taken through the establishment of Te Upoko
Taiao.

89.

Council and iwi of the Wellington Region have built on the trust established
over recent decades to invest in a proposed Plan that takes iwi management
planning into the architecture of regional regulation.

90.

In doing so the proposed Plan is consistent with the direction of new
legislation, including the NPS-FM and the intent of local Treaty of Waitangi
settlement acts, in establishing a framework that requires decision-makers and
resource users to work in partnership with iwi.

91.

The proposed Plan is rich in mana whenua knowledge and provides resource
consent applicants and decision-makers with clear direction and specific advice
as to what mana whenua values are, where they occur, who and what may be
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affected and what matters need to be considered when preparing a resource
consent application.
92.

Iwi have an expectation that their significant investment of mana whenua
information into the proposed Plan puts the onus on planners, decision-makers
and resource consent applicants to respond through improved practice. This
would include more informed and timely engagement with mana whenua,
consent applications that better demonstrate awareness and consideration of
mana whenua values and resource management processes that are inclusive of
the cultural landscape provided through partnership with mana whenua.

93.

The policies protecting mana whenua values within sites and areas are the
result of years of careful, considered work developed in cognisance of the
rights and interests of affected landowners. I have worked closely with both iwi
and submitters on these policies during the pre-hearing phase of the proposed
Plan and it is my opinion that the requirement for increased protection of mana
whenua values and relationships will not of themselves significantly impact the
rights of private landowners or inhibit appropriate and sustainable use and
development. The proposed Plan as a whole does require landowners to do
more to protect water values and mana whenua values form an important part
of these.

94.

However the proposed Plan is quite specific about where sites with significant
mana whenua values are, presenting detailed information concerning the values
themselves and the process for engagement to protect these places. While this
sets a new level of expectation for landowners it is a reasonable expectation
with clear parameters as to the extent of iwi interests and guidance for the
management of values.

95.

More significantly, I believe that these policies, along with the shared objective
for mahinga kai and Māori customary use, will assist the region to become
more cognisant of, and responsive to, all values pertaining to water.

96.

Whilst it is difficult to ascertain the level of support or otherwise for regulatory
documents from any specific group, I know that the seven iwi who committed
to investment in the proposed Plan process continue to support it as the most
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important, progressive and productive expression of regulatory partnership
with Council to date.
97.

It is also my opinion that mana whenua and Māori of the region will welcome
greater visibility of their values in a public document.

98.

In conclusion, the partnership approach to plan development taken by iwi and
Council is a significant contribution to regulatory planning that will assist all
people in the Wellington Region to manage resources together as Treaty
partners.
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1.

Executive summary

1.

The proposed Natural Resources Plan (proposed Plan) does not have to give
full effect to the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2014
(NPS-FM) until 2025. The Greater Wellington Regional Council (Council) has
adopted and notified a programme of plan changes that will achieve this as is
envisaged by the NPS-FM. The structure of the proposed Plan is set up to
accommodate such changes. My evidence will outline how this will be
achieved through a number of catchment-specific processes (the whaitua
committee process) which will result in subsequent plan changes and/or
variations.

2.

My evidence confirms that the Council is committed to the plan change process
to fully give effect to the NPS-FM, and will meet its statutory obligations by
2025. The specific submissions on those matters are addressed in the section
42A officers’ reports, such as Ms Greenberg’s report on submissions related to
the overall policy framework of the proposed Plan and other section 42A
officers’ reports on topics such as water quality, water allocation and
discharges to land.

2.

Introduction

3.

My name is Alastair Graham Smaill. I have 30 years experience in water
science, land and water policy development and collaborative planning
processes. At present I manage the Council’s collaborative planning process
known as the whaitua process. Prior to this I was a senior policy analyst at the
Ministry of Primary Industries where I was involved in water policy
development, including the government’s policy response to the Land and
Water Forum’s recommendations. I was involved in all aspects of the Land and
Water Forum, firstly as a local government representative and then in the
secretariat. I was involved in the preparation of the 2011 and 2014 versions of
the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management while seconded to
the Ministry for the Environment. Prior to 2010 I was the Group Manager,
Environmental Policy and Planning, at the Auckland Regional Council. I hold
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the following qualifications; BSc in Geology (University of Canterbury) and
MSc (Hons) in Geology (University of Auckland).

3.

Scope

4.

My evidence relates to how Council will give effect to the NPS-FM.

5.

My evidence discusses the following specific matters:
a)

Council’s implementation programme to give full effect to the NPSFM

b)

The whaitua process

c)

Timeframes for implementing the NPS-FM.

6.

The scope of my evidence does not include an assessment of any submissions.

4.

Code of conduct

7.

I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses contained
in the Environment Court Practice Note and that I agree to comply with the
code. My evidence in this statement is within my area of expertise. I have not
omitted to consider material facts known to me that might alter to detract from
the opinions which I express.
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5.

The process for implementing the NPS-FM

8.

The Council determined that the review of its five regional plans and
development of the proposed Natural Resources Plan would comprise a twostage process. Implementing the NPS-FM is a key reason for having these two
stages.

9.

The first stage is to prepare and notify a single integrated region-wide plan.
This first stage has led to the proposed Plan that the Hearing Panel is now
considering and will make decisions on. In the second stage of the process
catchment-specific provisions are to be developed using collaborative whaitua
committees that implement the NPS-FM. Catchment-specific provisions
recommended by each whaitua committee will be included in each whaitua
chapter of the proposed Plan through a plan change or plan variation in
accordance with Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA).
Non-regulatory

proposals

(including

recommendations

from

whaitua

committees) will be implemented (funded) through Council’s Long Term Plan
(LTP). The proposed Plan will fully implement the NPS-FM by 2025.
10.

The main reason for taking a two-stage approach is to ensure that the NPS-FM
can be given effect to in full in a timely fashion. The proposed Plan includes
limits and freshwater management units (FMUs) for water quantity in each
whaitua chapter (pNRP Tables 7.1-7.5). These limits were well developed in
the operative Regional Freshwater Plan. These will be reviewed in each
whaitua process and changes to these may be made in subsequent plan
changes. A full set of freshwater objectives, FMUs and limits for water quality
are not included in the proposed Plan. To implement the NPS-FM in full
freshwater objectives, FMUs and limits will be developed through the whaitua
chapters of the plan and imported into the plan by plan changes.

6.

Whaitua committee process

11.

Whaitua means designated space or management area. The proposed Plan
includes whaitua chapters for the Ruamāhanga River catchment Wellington
Harbour and Hutt Valley; Porirua; Kāpiti Coast and Wairarapa Coast. These
areas are shown in Figure 1. The whaitua committees established in each
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management area will develop a whaitua implementation programme (WIP)
that will provide regulatory and non-regulatory proposals for land and water
management, including provisions for the full implementation of the NPS-FM.
The whaitua committees will make recommendations to Council on plan
changes/variations to give effect to the NPS-FM. The Council will then notify
a series of plan changes or variations.
12.

The five whaitua catchments and their management are considered separately
because they are quite different from a biophysical perspective. These areas are
also different in terms of the resource management issues, they are different in
terms of the community and the aspirations of each community, and there are
also different iwi. Therefore it makes sense that they are addressed separately
and that there may be different policy responses. The basic philosophy around
this is that I do not think that a ‘one size fits all’ approach across the region is
appropriate. This is not a new concept. Plans have always had spatial elements
to them but perhaps this is a more formal delineation of those spatial elements
to those five spaces. Then within those five spaces there is further spatial
delineation in terms of the policies and rules. One way to measure them is to
use FMUs.

13.

While the primary purpose of the second stage of the plan preparation process
(whaitua process) is to provide for full implementation of the NPS-FM, I
suggest that it also has benefits of being able to apply collaborative processes
to enhance the proposed Plan. Such processes can lead to detailed catchmentspecific approaches based on greater community and stakeholder input than a
region-wide approach alone can deliver .
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Figure 1: Whaitua in the Wellington Region
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7.

Timeframes for implementing the NPS-FM

14.

The whaitua chapters and the processes to amend them through the whaitua
process and subsequent plan changes are an integral part of how Council will
give effect to the NPS-FM. The NPS-FM does not anticipate nor require
implementation be immediate. Part E (set out in Attachment B), provides for
councils to adopt timetables for giving it full effect. In particular clause (c) of
Policy E1 of the NPS-FM allows regional councils to set out a programme of
time-limited stages by which full implementation will occur before 31
December 2025.

15.

The Ministry for the Environment has produced ‘guidance on implementing the
National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2014’.9

16.

This guidance states:
Where a change to the regional policy statement or regional plans is
required, section 55(2C) requires the Schedule 1 process to be used
(except for Policies A4 and B7). This may involve a series of plan
changes. The NPS-FM does not need to be fully given effect to with one
plan change, nor in the first available plan change, but the provisions in
any plan change that is made (including project-specific plan changes,
or plan changes for which the NPS-FM is not the principal reason) must
be consistent with the NPS-FM.
This reflects my understanding of the intent of the NPS-FM. The Council’s
approach to giving full effect to the NPS-FM is consistent with this.

17.

It is clear that this proposed Plan does not have to give full effect to the NPSFM, and it does not.

18.

9

It is also noted in Ministry for the Environment guidance that:

http://www.mfe.govt.nz/fresh-water/national-policy-statement-freshwater-management/implementing-

nps
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Policy E1 does not create a requirement for all freshwater objectives and
limits under Policies A1, A2 and B1 to be achieved by 2025, although
objectives, limits, targets (including timeframes for achieving the
targets) and methods must be set. In some cases, where there are
significant legacy issues and long lag times to be dealt with (i.e.
nutrients from past land use still in transit to water bodies), freshwater
objectives and limits may take longer to achieve.
19.

The NPS-FM was first gazetted in June 2011. The Council adopted a
programme for progressively implementing the NPS-FM (the Programme) in
December 2012. The NPS-FM was amended in August 2014. No changes were
made to the Programme as a result because there were no amendments to
Policy E1 of the NPS-FM which sets out the requirement for a progressive
programme of implementation.

20.

Since adopting the Programme in 2012 small changes have been made to it. In
June 2015 Council added a section to the Programme that recorded progress
against implementation dates. In February 2017 Council revised the timeframe
for completion of the Ruamāhanga Whaitua Implementation Programme to be
by 2017 rather than 2016 as originally indicated. Timetabling of processes for
Wellington Harbour and Hutt Valley Whaitua, Kāpiti Coast Whaitua and
Wairarapa Coast Whaitua were also added to the Programme.

21.

Otherwise the Programme remains as originally intended in 2012. Overall, the
Programme sets out the establishment, timetable and process for whaitua
committees to make recommendations on regulatory and non-regulatory
management approaches that will give effect to the NPS-FM in full once they
are adopted in regional plans or through the Council’s LTP.

22.

Council’s Programme and progress in relation to it, as at February 2017, is
provided in Attachment B. It sets out establishment dates for each whaitua and
when WIPs will be completed and given effect to through plan changes. The
Ruamāhanga Whaitua and Te Awarua-o-Porirua Whaitua plan changes will be
notified in 2018. Wellington Harbour and Hutt Valley Whaitua plan changes
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will be notified in 2021. Kāpiti Coast Whaitua plan changes will be notified in
2022 and Wairarapa Coast Whaitua plan changes will be in 2024.
23.

The Programme provides guidance as to the timing of how implementation of
the NPS-FM is planned to be rolled out. The main certainty, that limits will be
included in the proposed Plan is the requirements in the NPS-FM itself.

24.

Council has committed to funding the Programme through its LTP.

8.

Conclusion

25.

My evidence provides background to the NPS-FM implementation timeframes
and the related whaitua process that the Council has adopted to give effect to
the NPS-FM.

26.

The proposed Plan does not give full effect to the NPS-FM. It is not required to
do so until 2025. The Council has a programme of work leading to plan
changes and/or variations which will give effect to the NPS-FM by 2025.
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Attachment A: Section E of the National Policy
Statement for Freshwater Management
E. Progressive implementation programme
Policy E1
a) This policy applies to the implementation by a regional council of a policy of this
national policy statement.
b) Every regional council is to implement the policy as promptly as is reasonable in
the circumstances, and so it is fully completed by no later than 31 December 2025.
ba) A regional council may extend the date in Policy E1(b) to 31 December 2030 if it
considers that:
i.

meeting that date would result in lower quality planning; or

ii. it would be impracticable for it to complete implementation of a policy by that
date.
c) Where a regional council is satisfied that it is impracticable for it to complete
implementation of a policy fully by 31 December 2015, the council may implement
it by a programme of defined time-limited stages by which it is to be fully
implemented by 31 December 2025 or 31 December 2030 if Policy E1(ba) applies.
d) Any programme of time-limited stages is to be formally adopted by the council by
31 December 2015 and publicly notified.
e) Where a regional council has adopted a programme of staged implementation, it is
to publicly report, in every year, on the extent to which the programme has been
implemented.
f)

Any programme adopted under Policy E1(c) of the National Policy Statement for
Freshwater Management 2011 by a regional council is to be reviewed, revised if
necessary, and formally adopted by the regional council by 31 December 2015, and
publicly notified.
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Attachment B: NPS-FM progressive implementation
programme
Programme of time-limited stages for implementation of the National
Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2014 (NPS-FM) and
progress to February 2017
Pursuant to Policy E1 of the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management
2014, the Wellington Regional Council gives public notice of the following staged
programme for implementation and the progress to February 2017.

2013

Regional plan and LTP Collaborative process for
developing catchmentspecific management
approaches

Implementation progress to
February 2017

Release a Working
Document for
Discussion for comment
and discussion.

A Working Document for
Discussion was publicly
released in August 2013.

Identify five whaitua for the
region.

The five whaitua for the region
were identified in June 2013.
The purpose, role, membership,
and timing of whaitua
committees were also reported
to the Council at the same time.
Members of the Ruamāhanga
Whaitua Committee were
appointed in December 2013.

2014

Release a draft Natural
Resources Plan for
comment and
discussion.

Establish the process for
collaboration with communities
in Ruamāhanga Whaitua and
Te Awarua-o-Porirua Whaitua in
the region.

Following consultation with
stakeholders on a Working
Document for Discussion, a
draft Natural Resources Plan for
the Wellington Region was
released in September 2014.
The Ruamāhanga Whaitua
Committee held its first meeting
in February 2014.
The process for establishing the
Te Awarua-o-Porirua Whaitua
Committee was reported to the
Council in July 2014. Members
of the committee were
appointed in December 2014.

2015

Notify Proposed Natural
Resources Plan for the
Wellington Region.

The Proposed Natural
Resources Plan for the
Wellington Region was publicly
notified on 31 July 2015.
The Te Awarua-o-Porirua
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Regional plan and LTP Collaborative process for
developing catchmentspecific management
approaches

Implementation progress to
February 2017

Whaitua Committee first met in
February. 2015.
2017

WIP completed for
Ruamāhanga Whaitua.

Not applicable

Establish process for
collaboration with communities
in Wellington Harbour and Hutt
Valley Whaitua.
WIP completed for Te Awaruao-Porirua Whaitua.
2018

Notify regional plan
changes in response to
WIPs completed for
Ruamāhanga Whaitua
and Te Awarua-oPorirua Whaitua.

Not applicable

LTP provides funding
for implementation of
non-regulatory methods
in response to the WIPs
completed
Ruamāhanga Whaitua
and Te Awarua-oPorirua Whaitua.
2019

Establish process for
collaboration with communities
in Kāpiti Coast Whaitua.

Not applicable

2020

WIP completed for Wellington
Harbour and Hutt Valley
Whaitua.

Not applicable

Establish process for
collaboration with communities
in Wairarapa Coast Whaitua.
2021

Notify regional plan
change in response to
WIP completed for
Wellington Harbour and
Hutt Valley Whaitua.

Not applicable

LTP provides funding
for implementation of
non-regulatory methods
in response to WIP
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Regional plan and LTP Collaborative process for
developing catchmentspecific management
approaches

Implementation progress to
February 2017

completed for
Wellington Harbour and
Hutt Valley Whaitua.
2022
2023

Notify regional plan
change in response to
WIP completed for
Kāpiti Coast Whaitua.

WIP complete for Kāpiti Coast
Whaitua.

Not applicable

WIP completed for Wairarapa
Coast Whaitua.

Not applicable

LTP provides funding
for implementation of
non-regulatory methods
in response to WIP
completed for Kāpiti
Coast Whaitua.
2024

Notify regional plan
change in response to
WIP completed for
Wairarapa Coast
Whaitua.

Not applicable

LTP provides funding
for implementation of
non-regulatory methods
in response to WIP
completed for
Wairarapa Coast
Whaitua.

Role of the whaitua committees
The whaitua committees are advisory bodies established by the Wellington Regional
Council. They will develop WIPs in an open, communicative and collaborative manner
– inclusive of community, partners and stakeholders.
WIPs will contain strategies and actions which will form a programme of work to
implement the NPS-FM within the whaitua. They may include recommendations for
both statutory and non-statutory actions/methods.
The following details on the intent and content of the WIP are from the Terms of
Reference for Ruamāhanga and Te Awarua-o-Porirua whaitua committees:
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Development of the WIP will include, as relevant to each whaitua:
(a)

An assessment of region-wide objectives contained in the proposed or
operative regional plan, as they relate to the whaitua;

(b)

Specific whaitua objectives and targets for water quality and quantity
outcomes, including setting timeframes and priorities for achieving
whaitua or catchment objectives and targets;

(c)

Water quality and/or discharge limits, including for sediment,
nutrients and other contaminants if appropriate, including setting
timeframes and priorities, and management methods, to achieve
freshwater and coastal objectives;

(d)

Identification of mana whenua values and interests in fresh water,
and how these might be reflected in the regional plan;

(e)

An assessment of, and recommendations to alter, existing water
allocation limits, to achieve identified objectives for the whaitua;

(f)

Programmes or activities that will support or contribute to the
achievement of the established objectives for water quality and
quantity outcomes, including such tools as environmental accords
and post-settlement arrangements; and

(g)

Opportunities for the active integration of existing programmes and
plans to achieve the objectives and targets for water quality and
quantity outcomes.

In developing WIPs, the following matters will also be considered, as
appropriate, in each whaitua:
(a)

Identification of the land and water issues, challenges, and
opportunities for the whaitua;

(b)

Identification of a vision of the future of land and water management
for the whaitua;

(c)

The management of rivers for flood hazard mitigation;

(d)

The management of stormwater and wastewater infrastructure;

(e)

Priority water allocation and secondary allocation;

(f)

Demand supply management for all uses and their implications;

(g)

The management of sediment inputs into the harbour;

(h)

Interactions between groundwater and surface water, fresh water,
land use and coastal environments; and

(i)

Significant water use projects, such as irrigation and electricity
generation.
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Adoption of WIP recommendations by the Wellington Regional Council
On receiving each WIP, the Wellington Regional Council will:


Undertake a plan change (or variation) to the proposed Natural Resources Plan in
order to incorporate regulatory recommendations of the WIP. The proposed Plan
contains chapters for each whaitua in anticipation of whaitua-specific plan changes.
Upon any such plan change, both the relevant region-wide provisions of the
proposed Plan and the adopted whaitua-specific provisions apply to activities
undertaken within the whaitua.



Implement non-regulatory recommendations of the WIP, including seeking funding
through the next Long Term Plan process.



For any requirements of the NPS-FM that the WIP does not fulfil, and which the
whaitua committee is unable to produce recommendations on, develop and notify
any necessary changes to the proposed Plan.

Other actions to implement the NPS-FM
As well as the requirements to implement NPS-FM Policy CA2 and set freshwater
objectives for all fresh water in the Wellington Region, the NPS-FM contains other
directions for which the Wellington Regional Council will develop work programmes in
order to implement. These are to:


Develop a freshwater accounting system for water quantity and water quality by 1
August 2016, in accordance with NPS-FM Policy CC1, and



Develop and implement a monitoring plan to monitor progress towards any
freshwater objectives set for the Wellington Region, in accordance with NPS-FM
Policy CB1.
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Appendix C: Harper and Pawson 2014
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Revised Objectives and
Policies for the Draft
Regional Plan
1st May 2014 Te Upoko Taiao workshop

Lucy Harper and Rachel Pawson

For more information, contact the Greater Wellington Regional Council:
Wellington
PO Box 11646
T 0800 496 734
F 04 385 6960
www.gw.govt.nz
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1.

Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to present revised objectives and policies to Te
Upoko Taiao for presentation in the draft regional plan. The revised provisions
presented here are those where there is no major change in direction from the
Working Document for Discussion. Provisions which have had a change in
direction will be presented to Te Upoko Taiao in June or August 2014.
The Working Document for Discussion was released to engender discussion on
draft provisions and policy approaches. Written and verbal comments were
received, and the document was work-shopped and debated primarily with
internal and external stakeholders and some members of the public.
Staff have taken these comments and discussions, internal reviews and the
latest developments from other councils, and refined the way the plan is written
to produce the next draft of objectives and policies. The rules will be presented
at the June 2014 meeting.

2.

The intent
The overall premise of the plan remains to guide resource management in the
plan, rather than leave the difficult decisions to be considered at the individual
resource consent level. The plan should contain clear direction on the aims and
intention of resource management for the region, so that debate on what
comprises sustainable resource management is not being re-litigated at each
resource consent hearing.
The plan is directive; identifying activities that are beneficial and the effects
which are considered acceptable or not, for the different resources being
managed. Having set that direction, the revised provisions then aim to give
clear guidance on the management of adverse effects for resource consent
applicants and for hearing panels when assessing an application.
The revision aims to:
1.

provide increased clarity on the link between objectives, policies
(and then the rules)

2.

increase integration between resource areas such as the coast and
freshwater

3.

reduce potential for policy double up and different wording in
assessment requirements

4.

write policies which are more active in tone

5.

provide a clear test against which effects can be assessed.
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Explanation
Increased clarity
The revision has increased the clarity of the connections between the
objectives, which are an outcome for a particular issue, and the policies which
are the actions to achieve that outcome. The policy for discharges to
contaminants to air states limits which are the desired outcome and therefore
sits better in the objectives. The hazardous air pollutants objective connects to
targeted policies on outdoor burning and industrial discharges.
Increased integration
The Working Document for Discussion had policies which related to all
resources in the general policies, policies which applied to both land and water
in the primary land and water policies, and coast in the coastal management
chapter. Some of the coastal policies covered what was also in a general policy,
such as effects on rare and threatened birds and ecological values of estuaries.
This duplication is not necessary. Bringing these coastal matters into the
general policies helps to increase the integration of the plan and assist in
applying the approach of ki uta ki tai.
The consideration of coastal water quality is included in the primary land and
water policies, so this section is renamed to make the connection obvious.
Reduced double ups
Double ups occurred where a policy required an assessment of effects which
were covered by other policies. As an example there were a number of policies
which were specific to coastal structures, and required an assessment of effects
on aquatic ecosystem health and mahinga kai and to take account of the
benefits of regionally significant infrastructure. These matters were already a
requirement in the general policies. Deleting the specific coastal policies
reduces the potential for ‘double accounting’, or differences in interpretation if
there are slightly different wording between the policies.
There were also specific policies for some beneficial activities, such as
planting, fencing and retirement of riparian margins, and, artworks that support
and enhance public open space in the coast and these are now incorporated into
the general policy on beneficial uses.
More active policies
Policies are the actions through which the objectives are implemented and the
policy now starts with the action (the verb) which is required to achieve the
objective and is expressed in the active voice.
Clear test against effects
Policies have been reworded to clearly list the test against which effects need
to be assessed to achieve the desired outcome and for non-complying activities
to pass the gateway test. For example, objective xx seeks that aquatic
ecosystem health and mahinga kai values are maintained and restored and
policy GP.xx lists the requirements to achieve this. Likewise, objective xy
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states, sites with historic heritage values are to be protected and policy GP.xx
lists the test for the appropriateness of activities for these sites.

3.

Draft contents page
Appendix 2 gives a revision of the plan contents page, incorporating a new
values chapter, renaming the land water and coast chapter and bringing the
other methods into the body of the plan.
The formatting is not yet complete and sections have not been re-arranged and
renumbered as yet.
Where an objective or policy is still the subject of a paper to the Committee,
the provision is greyed out.

4.

Report recommendation
This report recommends that the revised objective and policy changes attached
to this paper are approved by Te Upoko Taiao – Natural Resource Management
Committee for inclusion in the Draft Regional Plan.
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Appendix 1 - Provisions
Objectives
The objectives in the plan identify the resource management outcomes or goals for air,
land, water and coastal resources in the Wellington region, to achieve the purpose of the
Resource Management Act (1991). The objectives form a comprehensive suite of
outcomes to be attained implemented by the policies, rules and other methods. They are
statements
While the objectives form a comprehensive suite of outcomes for the region, the
individual provisions can conflict with one another. For this reason, no single objective
should be read in isolation. Assessing whether an activity is appropriate requires an
overall judgement to be made as to how it fits within the overall scheme of the plan and
provides for the achievement of the environmental outcomes sought for the Wellington
Region.
Policies
The policies implement the plan’s objectives, as required under section 67(1)(b) of the
Resource Management Act (1991). They describe the actions to be undertaken to
achieve the objectives.
The plan contains general policies which relate to all resource areas. Land, water and
coast have a set of primary policies which relate to the three areas and then there are
specific policies for air, land, water and coastal management. Some of the plan’s
policies give direction on the management action for the resource value such as “protect
and restore”, and the appropriateness of activities for that resource and some of the
policies guide decision-making on resource consent applications such as ‘maintain and
restore…by..’ managing the effects. Policies can provide the rationale for the status
which is given to activities in the rules.
As with the objectives, the policies are intended to apply as a comprehensive suite, and
must be read and considered together.
Rules and other methods
The rules and other methods in the Plan implement the policies, as required under
section 67(1)(c) of the Resource Management Act (1991).
The rules have the force and effect of regulations in statute, which means they are
legally binding.
The rules determine whether a person needs to apply for a resource consent or whether
the proposed activity can be undertaken without one (known as permitted activities).
The rules may also make some activities prohibited, which means there can be no
resource consent application for that activity. An activity needs to comply with all
relevant rules in the Plan, unless the rule itself states otherwise.
There is a strong relationship between the status an activity is given in a rule in a Plan
and the effects sought to be managed by the policies and the environmental outcomes
sought to be attained by the policies and objectives.
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Permitted and controlled activities are acceptable in all cases, however a controlled
activity requires a resource consent to enable specific assessment of identified
matters and addition of resource consent conditions.



Restricted discretionary and discretionary activities may or may not be appropriate
in any given circumstance, depending on the effects of the activity.



Non-complying activities are generally inappropriate, though with a non-complying
activity there may be an exceptional case when a resource consent is granted.



Prohibited activities are not appropriate in any circumstance, and no resource
consent application may be made for a prohibited activity.

To make it easier to apply for resource consents and to reduce the number of separate
resource consents required to undertake any particular activity, this Plan has, where
practicable, adopted the concept of ‘rule bundling’. Rule bundling is used in this Plan to
combine several permissions which may be required under section 9 and sections 13 to
15 of the Resource Management Act (1991) into one rule. One application for resource
consent can therefore be made under the bundled rule. The Council will assess and
determine the component activities separately, in accordance with the provisions of the
Resource Management Act (1991) relevant to that activity, and any resource consents
granted will specify the relevant provisions of the Resource Management Act (1991)
under which the different resource consents have been issued. Resource consents for
activities that would otherwise contravene sections 13 – 15 need to expressly allow the
relevant activity by reference to the relevant provision.
Other methods are complementary to the rules and are the non-regulatory means of
achieving the policies. They may be information and guidance, programmes for
identification and investigation or programmes providing support to achieve the
objectives of the plan.
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Appendix 2: Draft contents page
Introduction
Values
Definitions
Objectives
Objectives (RP.O1 – RP.Oxx)

General policies
General policies (GP.P1 – GP.Pxx)

Air quality provisions
Air policies (AQ.P1 – AQ.Pxx)
Air rules (AQ.R1 – AQ.Rxx)

Land and water and coast provisions
Land and water and coast policies (LW.P1 – LW.Pxx)
Land and water policies (LW.Pxx-LW.Pyy)
Land and water rules (LW.R1 – LW.Rxx)
Rural landuse rules (LW.R41 – LW.Rxx)
Water allocation rules (LW.R89 – LW.Rxx)

Coastal management provisions
Coastal management policies (CM.P1 – CM.Pxx)
Coastal management rules (CM.R1 – CM.Rxx)

Other methods
Other methods

Ruamāhanga whaitua
Wellington harbour / Hutt Valley whaitua
Porirua whaitua
Kāpiti whaitua
Eastern Wairarapa whaitua
Schedules A - P
Maps
Maps 1 – 22b
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